TYPE

Company name

contact person

Position

1

AGRICULTURE TECHNOLOGY

Shenzhen Gap Agriculture
Technology Co.Ltd

Cao Xiangdong

Chairman

2

Association

Cheng hai chamber of
commerce in guangdong

chen yong sheng

The honorary president

3

Association

Guangdong Council for the
Development Promotion of
Small and Medium
Enterprises

Xie Kairan

Deputy Director

4

Automation Equipment

Guangzhou Automation
Equipment Manufacturing
Ltd

Zhang Yuling

Deputy Gerneral

5

AUTOMOTIVE

BYD Company Limited

Wang Chuanfu

Ceo

Manager

6

AUTOMOTIVE

Guangzhou Autombile
Group Co.,Ltd

Li Shao

Vice President

7

AUTOMOTIVE

Guangzhou Automobile
Group Co., Ltd. Automotive
Engineering Institute

Liao Bing

Assistant President

8

AUTOMOTIVE

Guangzhou Automobile
Group Motor Co., Ltd.

Wang Shunsheng

Deputy General Manager

9

AUTOMOTIVE

Guangzhou Mechanical
Engineering Research
Institute
Co. Ltd

Yin
Xiaoping

General Manager Assistant

10

AUTOMOTIVE

Jie Mei Precision Mould Ltd. Liu Yue

Chairman

11

AUTOMOTIVE

Shantou Ruixiang Mould
Co.,Ltd

Zhang Qiujuan

General Manager Assistant

12

Biological Technology

DUDEBIOTECHNOLOGY

Yang huan

Executive Director

13

Building decoration industry

KING GOLDENLINE
DECORATION CO.,LTD

Wang Hui

chairman

14

Ceramic, melamine tableware

GUANGDONG JINQIANGYI Lin Yizhen
CERAMIC CO.,LT

General manager

15

Computer hardware and software,
big data

The Southern Data Science
Institute

ZHANG JIAN

16

Cross-border E-commerce

BFE Coperation Co., Limited WU CHUNMEI

Vice president

17

Cross-border E-commerce

Guangdong Xinyi Ecommerce Co., Ltd

General Manager

WEI JIANMIN

Dean

18

Cross-border E-commerce

Guangzhou Ciitta Ecommerce Co., Ltd

LI FENGHUA

CEO

19

Cross-border E-commerce

Guangzhou Youguolai
Electronic Commerce Co.,
Ltd

HONG TIANLIN

Chairman

20

Cross-border E-commerce

Guangzhou Zhihei
Technology Co., Ltd

LIN AIHUA

CEO

21

Cross-border E-commerce

Shenzhen 100Year ECommerce Co., LTD.

YANG JUNMING

General Manager

22

Diamond trade platform

Guangzhou Diamond
Exchange

ZHU Yongsheng

Chairman

23

Duplex grey board and Kraftliner
board processing&production

DONGGUAN JIANHUI
PAPER CO.,LTD

Li Zhiji

Vice General Manager

24

E-commerce payment

Guangdong OrangePay
LIN JIHUI
Network Technology Co., Ltd

General Manager

25

Education

Guang Zhou Hua Xia
Technical College

Shaolin Ouyang

Chairman

26

GUANGZHOU WANZHOU
Electrical machinery and equipment manufacturing
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
CO.,LTD

Liao Xueyong

chairman

27

ELECTRONICS

Anycolor Computer
Consumblse Co.,Ltd

PENG XU

General Manager

28

ELECTRONICS

Guangzhou Xijiya
Electronics Technology
Co.,Ltd

Guo Jianqing

President

29

Energy conservation and
environmental protection

Guangdong Xin Yue
Environmental Protection
Technology Co.,LTD

Huang Yan

Vice General Manager

30

Energy conservation and
environmental protection

Guangzhou Union energy
saving environmental
protection technology Co.,
Ltd.

Zheng Kui

Chairman

31

Energy-saving service

Guangzhou crystal energy
saving Technology Co., Ltd.

Zhou Zhihua
General manager

32

Environmental Engineering

Guangzhou YueQun
Environmental Engineering
CO.,LTD

Xu Wei

Chairman of the board

33

Environmental engineering and
environmental protection equipment

Guangdong Yuehui
Entironmental Engineering
CO.,LTD.

Chen Shaohui

34

Environmental protection

Guangzhou Jinye
environmental disposal Co.,
Ltd.

Zhou Xiaoming

Chairman

35

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

Gd Guoneng Zhonglin
Enterprise Co. Ltd.

Lin Jinmeng

President

General manager

36

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

Gugang Zhou Naneng
Environmental Technology
Co.,Ltd

Luo Mingjie

Deputy General Manager

37

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

Gugang Zhou Naneng
Environmental Technology
Co.,Ltd

Luo Ming Jie

Deputy General Manager

38

FINANCE

Bank Of China Guangdong
Branch

Li Ruiqiang

President

39

FINANCE

Boc & Utrust Private Equity
Fund Management（Gd）
Co., Ltd.

Hu Jun

Vice-General Manager

40

FINANCE

Guang Dong Xiong Zi
Investment Co.,Ltd.

zheng Wulong

President

41

FINANCE

Guangdong Finance Fund
Management Co., Ltd.

Liang Jun

General Manager Assistant

42

FINANCE

Guangdong Financing ReGuarantee Co.,Ltd.

Liu Zuqian

President

43

FINANCE

Guangdong Gw Financial
Industry Group Co., Ltd.

Cindy Zhang

General Manager

44

FINANCE

Guangdong Hengjian
Investment Holding Co., Ltd

Xiao Dazhi

Deputy General Manager

45

FINANCE

Guangdong Utrust
Zhou Zequn
Investment Holdings Co.,Ltd.

General Manager

46

FINANCE

Guangzhou Finance
Holdings Group Co., Ltd.

Li Yu

Secretary Of The Discipline
Inspection Commission

47

FINANCE

Guangzhou State-Owned
Capital Operation Holdings
Co.,Ltd.)

Gao Dongwang

General Manager、Deputy
Secretary Of The Party
Committee

48

FINANCE

Hsbc Bank (China)
Company Limited
Guangzhou Branch

Wang Xinjun

Branch Manager Guangzhou

49

Finance

Shenzhen Qianhai GroChina HUANG JIANXING
Capital Investment
Management Co., Ltd

CEO

50

Food

China Shenzhen NorthSouth Import & Export
Trading Co., Ltd.

Sun Donghui

General Manager

51

FOOD

Guangdong Wonderful
Foods Group Co.,Ltd

Zheng Yiguang

Ceo

52

Food

Yingde Regalia Red Foods
Development Limited

ZENG XIANGYANG

Chairman

53

Food

Guang zhou Global Food
Co.,Ltd

Li Qiumin

Director

54

GENERAL

Guangdong Province
Guangqing Holdings Group
Co., Ltd.

Deng Liwen

Vice General Manager

55

GENERAL

Guangdong Rising Assets
Managments Co.,Ltd

XU Guang

Chairman

56

General

Guangzhou Highsun
Enterprises Group Co.,Ltd

Shao Jianming

Chairman

57

General

Guangzhou Huaxin Group
Co.,Ltd

ZHENG SHUHUA

Vice President

58

GENERAL

Guangzhou Redsun Gas
Appliances Co.,Ltd.

Liu Yanchun

Vice-General Manager

59

GENERAL

Shenzhen Fu Bao (Group)
Co., Ltd.

Lu Jigang

Tianjin Co.，General
Manager

60

GENERAL

Guangdong Designer
Technology Co.,Ltd

Luo Qingqing

Chairman

61

Guangzhou Yin wen culture
Gold and silver products、Arts and Crafts
development limited
company

Lan Mulin

General Manager

62

Industry Association

Huang Qiao

Secretary general

Guangdong Chamber of
Private Enterprise

63

Industry Association

Guangdong Cross-border E- CUI MIN
commerce Industry
Association

Executive Chairman

64

Industry Association

Guangdong Enterprises
Association for Foreign
Economic Cooperation

Fu Haikun

Executive Vice Chairman

65

Industry Association

GuangDong Lighting
Association

Wu Wenfeng

Chairman

66

Industry Association

Guangdong Provincial
Cleaner Production
Association

Huang Jianping

President

67

Information Industry

Guangdong Guangxin
ZHU DANYANG
Information Industry Holding
Co., Ltd

CEO

68

International Logistics

Dongguan Shitong Bonded
Logistics Co., Ltd

WONG SIU SO

Board Chairman

69

International Logistics

Dongguan Shitong
International Shipment
monitoring center Co., Ltd

SU YI

Board Chairman

70

International Logistics

Guangdong Stone
Investment Holding Group
Co., Ltd

YANG YONG

Business Director

71

LED light

Guangdong Hongyu Lighting Chen Zeyun
Engineering Construction
Co., Ltd

Chairman

72

LED light

Guangzhou LEDWAY
Zhou Tanyu
Lighting Technology Co., Ltd

Chairman

73

LED light

Huizhou Fluence
Technology PLC

LiuWeihong

Vice president

74

Logistics

Guangdong Goldjet
International Logistics Co.,
Ltd

GAO MENG

CEO

75

MACHINERY

Hitachi
Zhu Biaohua
Motor（Guangzhou）Co.,Ltd
.Elevator

Vice General Manager

76

Medical Equipment

GUANGZHOU FODL
INDUSTRY COMPANY

Ai Xiaochun

General Manager

77

Non-ferrous metal processing &
production

GUANGDONG
HUACHANG ALUMINUM
FACTORY CO.,LTD.

Pan Shuhua

Assistant chairman

78

PHARMA-BIOTECH

Guangzhou Baiyunshan
Pharmaceutical Holdings
Co.,Ltd

Wu Changhai

Deputy General Manager

79

PHARMA-BIOTECH

Guangzhou Jinghe
Pharmaceutical Technoloy
Co.,Ltd.

FengDazhou

Chairman

80

PHARMA-BIOTECH

Guangzhou Pharmaceutical
Holdings Limited

Li Chuyuan

Chairman Of The Board

81

PHARMA-BIOTECH

Guangzhou Pharmaceuticals Chen Guangyan
Corporation

Vice President

82

PHARMA-BIOTECH

Guangzhou Sino-Israel
Biotech Industry Investment
Fund (Llp)

Geng Jianyue

Managing Director

83

Precision aluminum parts
manufacturing

Foshan City Nan Fei
precision aluminum parts
manufacturing Co., Ltd.

XIAO SENCHAI

General Manager

84

REAL ESTATE

Country Garden Holdings
Limited

Wang Jiying

Deputy General Manager

85

REAL ESTATE

Guangdong Guangqing
Property Co., Ltd.

Shen Xudong

Chairman Of The Board

86

Robot system integration, CNS
research and development

Foshan Ebell Technology
Co., Ltd

KOU HUI

Director of International
Cooperation

87

Science and techology consulting
services

Guangzhou Govemment
He Xueqiang
Department of Information
Technology Service CO.,LTD

chairman

88

Software and Information Technology Guangzhou Jundao
He Binghui
Services
Information Technology Co.,
Ltd

Director，General Manager

89

Software and IT services

Guangdong Gloryview
Technology Co.，Ltd

Xu Chi

vice-president

90

Steel Manufacturing and Processing

Shantou Yagu Steel
Industrial Co., Ltd.

Yang Chunrong

General Manager

91

TELECOM

Comba Communication
System (China)Co,Ltd

Zhang Yuejun

President

92

TELECOM

Express Luck Industrial
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

CHAN Kwong Sang

Chairman

93

TELECOM

Gci Science & Technology
Co., Ltd.

Yang Shaohua

President

94

TELECOM

Guangdong Huawei Modern
Logistics Co.,Ltd.

He Ling

95

TELECOM

Heyuan Coe Communication Liu Changtao
Technology Co., Ltd.

Ceo

96

TELECOM

Zte Corporation

Managing Director

Zhang Hui

General Manager

97

TEXTIL

Guangdong Silk-Tex Group
Co., Ltd.

Ke HuiQqi

Chairman

98

TEXTIL

Guangdong Textiles
Imp&Exp. Co. Limited

Yang Quanxing

General Manager

99

Textile machinery

Shantou city lianxing
industrial Co.,LTD

Lianjianhe

General Manager Assistant

100

Textile Printing and dyeing

Shanlong Textile Printing
And Dyeing Factory Limited

Zeng Jinxian
General manager

101

TRADE

Boxi Hardware Limited

Li Guochao

General Manager

102

TRADE

Guangzhou Chali Electronic
Commerce Co.Ltd

Tan Qiong

President

103

TRADE

Guangzhou Light Industry & Fang GuiQuan
Trade Group Co.,Ltd.

Secretary Of The Party
Committee,Chairman Of
The Board

104

TRADE

Guangzhou Light Holdings
Limited.

Deputy Secretary Of Party
Committee

ZHU Puzhen

105

TRADE

Guangzhou Qian Xin Imp &
Exp. Trading Co., Ltd.

Guan Zhiying

Deputy General Manager

106

TRADE

Guangzhou Qian Xin Imp &
Exp. Trading Co., Ltd.

GUAN Zhiying

Deputy General Manager

107

TRADE

Guangzhou Wanbiao
Technology Co.,Ltd

Xiao Xiao

Ceo

108

Trade

Guangzhou YUTI Business
Development Co., LTD.

Wang Jichu

General Manager

109

TRANSPORT

Chu Kong Transhipment &
Logistics Co.,Ltd.

Ying Zhenyu

General Manager

110

TRANSPORT

Guangdong Province
Navigation Group Co.,Ltd.

Xie Shichao

Deputy General Manager

111

TRANSPORT

Guangdong Provincial
Changda Highway
Engineering Co., Ltd.

Qian liang

Executive Assistant

112

TRANSPORT

Guangdong Provincial
Communication Group
Co.,Ltd.

Deng Xiaohua

Chairman Of The Board

113

TRANSPORT

Guangdong Yueyun
Transportation Company
Limited

Xuan Zongmin

Chairman Of The Board

114

TRANSPORT

Shenzhen Yantian Port
Group

Li Qun

Deputy Commander

115

TRANSPORT

Xinyue Company Limited

Li Jinfeng

Director Of The Board

short profile

what are they looking for in Israel

e-mail

Combining scientific research, production and sales, Shenzhen GAP Agriculture Technology is an
Seeking cooperation with Haifa chemical
environmentally friendly, high-technology company that focuses on professional fully water-soluble and green
industry corporation of Israel,Israel chemical
ecological fertilizer production, as well as promoting water-saving irrigation equipment.
group,Gatfertilizer company of Israel
We provide our clients the most comprehensive solution for integration for water and fertilizer, nutrition crop
management and agricultural financing problem. We dedicate to reform the planting patterns in agriculture field
to achieve agricultural safety and green manufacturing; to achieve economizing fertilizer, water and human
resources, maximizing production and profits in the meantime.
GAP is formed and developed by Shenzhen GAP Co.Ltd, targeting to be the leading brand of Chinese watersoluble fertilizer. We will be your first choice for high-tech and low-carbon modernized agricultural aid
production for crops.
Chenghai Chamber of Commerce in Guangdong was established in March 2013. It has more than 360
N/A
members, which are engaged in the industry of woolen clothing, toys, leather, logistics warehousing, chemical
footwear, electronic information, mechanical hardware, construction, equity investment, import and export trade
and other fields.
The main business of the Chamber is to promote the development of projects and trade cooperation, to help
member companies solve their problems, to exchange information, organize training, to organize visits, study
and a variety of business activities to promote exchanges and cooperation. The establishment of a variety of
service teams for members to solve practical difficulties.
Guangdong Council for the Development Promotion of Small and Medium Enterprises (GDSME) is a
N/A
organization with the principle of "To serve the community, to serve enterprises and to serve the government".
For the purpose of building first-class new community, GDSME integrates high-quality social resources at home
and abroad, and brings industries, think tanks, finance, government and other resources together for private
manufacturing enterprises and industrial transformation in Guangdong Province.
Guangzhou Automation Equipment Manufacturing Ltd specializes in the production automation of transformer
Export of Automation Equipment
and Industry 4.0 R&D and manufacturing.
The company's main products are transformer fuel tank automated seamless welding equipment. The company
developed the first set of transformer oil tank automatic welding equipment in China. The use of four-axis, fiveaxis welding robot, with the visual and laser tracking system achieve the tank welding automation. The
equipment is now in volume production. The majority of users have proved that the performance of the device
is better than the robot, and the cost is only 1/3 of the robot
Founded in 1995, BYD Company Limited is a listed company on Hong Kong Stock Exchange and Shenzhen
Stock Exchange, specialized in IT, automobile and new energy industries. Currently, BYD has nearly 220,000
employees and 17 industrial parks located in Shenzhen, Beijing, Xi’an, Shanghai, Changsha and other cities
across China with an area over 16,000,000 square meters. BYD has formed a global market network including
branches or offices in United States, Europe, Japan, India, Hong Kong, etc.

BYD masters the technologies of batteries,
electronic motor, electronic control, charging
infrastructure, and automobile production. In
the field of new energy, BYD has launched
various products including solar energy
stations, energy storage stations, electric
forklifts and LED, providing new energy
solutions integrating the generation, storage
and utilization of electricity

website

www.sinogap.com

yongshchen@126.com

www. gdschsh.org

47972389@qq.com

www.gdsme.org

187222952@qq.com

N/A

www.bydauto.com.cn

Guangzhou Automobile Group Co., Ltd (GAC Group) is alarge state-controlled joint-stock company. Its
N/A
predecessor, GuangzhouAutomobile Group Company was built in June 1997. GAC Group is the first to belisted
both in the A-Share and H-Share markets among all state-owned autogroups.

wangy@gagc.com.cn

www.gagc.com

N/A

liaobing@gaei.cn

www.gaei.cn

Investment in automobile industry.
Import of components of auto
Export of vehicle

yangxiaol@gacmotor.com

www.gacmotor.com

The company is engaged in diversified business forboth the domestic and international markets, including
the design andproduction of vehicles and parts, auto sales and logistics, and relatedservices such as finance
and insurance. It is possessed with an independent andcomplete system covering production, supply, sales
and R&D. Currently thecompany owns or has directly invested in dozens of businesses, including GACMotor,
GAC Honda, GAC Toyota, GAC Fiat Chrysler, GAC Mitsubishi, Honda (China), GAC Hino, GAC Bus, GAC
BYD, Wuyang-Honda, GACComponent, GAC Toyota Engine, Shanghai Hino Engine, GAC Business, Tong
FangGlobal Logistics, DaSheng Technology Co.,Ltd,China Lounge Investments, GAC SOFINCO, GA
Insurance Brokers,and Urtrust Insurance.
Bearing in mind the goal “to develop into atrustworthy public enterprise”, GAC Group has been constantly
increasingeconomic benefits, improving asset quality and enhancing profitability, thusachieving favorable
financial results. Meanwhile, the company has provided hugereturns to its shareholders by making stable and
continuous profit distributionplans. The company strictly complies with tax laws in payment, generating
everincreasing tax revenue for the country. In 2013, its sales volumes of bothautomobiles and motorcycles
exceeded one million, edging itself for the firsttime into the “Million Club”. GAC Group was on the Fortune
Global 500 list forthe first time in 2013, and its ranking jumped sharply in 2014.
The Automotive Engineering Institute of Guangzhou Automobile Group Co., Ltd. (GAC ENGINEERING) was
established in July 2006, directly funded and managed by GAC (Guangzhou Automobile Group Co., Ltd.). It is
both a strategic business unit and an independently operated branch of GAC. As the pivot of GAC's R&D
system and the technical management division for GAC's headquarters, GAC ENGINEERING is responsible for
GAC's strategic planning, new products and development implementation of new technology and new products
R&D of GAC.
GAC ENGINEERING has established a solid R&D bases, with a number of centers including the
headquarters located in Guangzhou Panyu district with a total investment of 3.8 billion RMB; Guangzhou
Wushan-Branch, Hangzhou-Branch, and the expanding overseas branches.
Based on years of innovative development in automotive technology research and application, GAC
ENGINEERING has developed a set of interdisciplinary processes and systems for advanced research and
development, a well balanced organizational structure and a specialized and talented R&D team. GAC
ENGINEERING has established world-class research facilities and capabilities, including advanced laboratories
of crash safety, E&E, power assembly, road simulations, body and closures, NVH, EMC, new alternative
energy technology, vehicle emissions and vehicle performance. Nowadays, GAC ENGINEERING has the
capabilities of a full range of simulation-analysis, first-class full vehicle and component testing, vehicle fatigue
durability, and high altitude tests , as well as new vehicle and key components development and manufacturing
With the strong support of governments from all levels, GAC Group began to comprehensively promote the
establishment of proprietary brand after mapping out plans for 2 years , which aims to enhance its core
competitiveness . Having invested at least 10 billion RMB, GAC GROUP has built the world-class vehicle and
powertrain factory, R&D Center ,and has successfully launched its proprietary brand called “GAC MOTOR”. In
the near future, more investment will be put into the establishment of world-leading automotive R&D
manufacturing base , as well as its self-owned brand GAC MOTOR, which aims to become the fist world-class
Chinese auto brand.

Guangzhou Mechanical Engineering Research Institute(GMERI) has been established since the year of 1959,
companies of robot components
and is a comprehensive first grade research institute directly under the former Ministry of Machinery Industry,
as well as one of the units in charge of technologies in the national machinery industry. It has been
incorporated into China Mechanical Equipment (Group) Company since its tranformation into an enterprise with
science & technology in the year of 1999, and it's one of first group of 242 key research institutes in
transformation approved by the State Council. Its name has been changed to Guangzhou Mechanical
Engineering Research Institute since July, 2002. It is one of the first batch of trial units of 103 innovation
enterprises in the whole country, a trial enterprise for patent in GuangDong province, an unit of civilization in
national machinery industry, an enterprise with advanced & new technology in Guangzhou city, and its
"GuangYan" trade marke won title of famous brand in both Guangzhou city and GuangDong province. Since
the year of 2000, the main business revenue in operation of the whole unit has been increased for over 25%
each year.

YiXP558@163.com

GMERI mainly engages in the development and manufacture of advanced & new technical products in area of
basic techniques, basic materials and basic components for machinery, and its research level in hydraulics,
equipment with unity of light & mechatronics, seals, lubrication, and in lubrication status monitoring of
equipment takes leading place in our country. It has won awards as scientific research achievements for more
than 1000 projects and over 200 of them won scientific and technological progress prizes of municipal,
provincial, ministerial and national levels. At the same time, GMERI also has one National Certified Laboratory,
four Inspection Supervision Centers with industrial grade and Engineering Research Center, and organized and
set
up aPrecision
Public Laboratory
forwas
Machinery
Equipment
province.
Jie Mei
Mould Ltd.
established
in 2006,initGuangDong
has 280 staff.It
specializes in manufacturing of moulds Investment in mould & part molding
and part molding, The mould/moulding we make are used for automotive parts, medical device, house
Import of plastic materials
appliance, office accessories, electron items and so on.Basing on the advanced and completed machines for
Export of mould & molding
mould making and measurement machines and quality management system, we well control and guarantee the
quantity.With the high-quality mould/moulding and good service, we have already attained the trust and great
support from customers, and become the qualified supplier for Bentley, Jaguar, Land Rover, BMW, MercedesBenz, Audi, Scania, ABB etc.JieMei’s service tenet is Integrity and professional, assist customers to get
successes.We wish to grow with you and create brilliant future together.

www.gmeri.com

www.jmxmould.net

Ruixiang is specialized in production of automotive parts and related mould. The main parts are stampings and
assembly, steel wire and assembly, injection parts and assembly etc. and related moulds. Now Ruixiang is the
supplier for some automobile manufacturers, such as Guangzhou Honda, Dongfeng Honda, Dongfeng Nissan,
Guangzhou Toyota and GAC Group

N/A

zqj@ruixiangmould.cn

N/A

Guangzhou Dodd Biological Technology Co., Ltd. take on the construction of national tissue engineering seed
cells library. the following main storage biological resources: the umbilical cord, sheep, the placenta film, fat,
spinal cord, hair follicles pulp, nerve, teeth, and so on, periosteum palace membrane a variety of sources of
organization adult stem cells; human immune system and application of storage; human tumor cells storage.

N/A

yangl_sky@163.com

www.dudelifebank.com

Guangzhou KING GOLDENLINE DECORATION CO.,LTD was founded in 1999, is the integration of design and
construction of a professional office space, luxury villas, office buildings, exhibition hall building and public
space decoration company. Since its inception, the scope of business from the interior of the gradual
expansion of the decoration of luxury villas in the field, is a professional qualification certificate issued by the
State Construction Commission of the well-known decoration enterprises.
With advanced scientific management, high-quality design team, superb construction technology, health and
environmental protection materials, improve the whole process of service, and many excellent enterprises work
together to complete more than a thousand sets of successful cases.
Guangdong Jinqiangyi Ceramics Co., Ltd. is located in a well known "Historical City of Porcelain in China"
Chaozhou city.
Emphasizes on goods virtual utility each goods was designed by the designer who has designed series of
dinnerware for the hotels and users, also renewal of perfect goods for the market.

Exchange of architectural design,
construction, construction and decoration
industry to find new environmentally friendly
building materials, villas, luxury furniture,
etc.Investment in Real estate
Import of Luxury villas

jd@jdcome.com

www.jdcome.com

Export of ceramic, melamine tableware

378885599@qq.com

www.jinqiangyi.com

The Southern Data Science Institute is a hi-tech industrial group which was organized by the Software Industrial Development of Research Institute
Park of Guangdong (Foshan), sponsored by the Municipal Government of Foshan and administrated by the
Science & Technology Bureau of Foshan. Under the instruction of the Science & Technology Department and
Education Department of Guangdong Province, it is well engaged in product research, development and
service.

Zj3319896@163.com

www.gdptc.cn

Through integration of social resource and technology, the institute is good at allocating and sharing the
instruments and equipments, technology achievements and information from high educational institutions,
scientific research institutions and enterprises which aims at serving scientific and technological innovations of
Foshan city. Having built the three public service systems of technology service platform, education supporting
center and open laboratory, the institute is able to train advanced scientific researchers (master of engineering
graduate students) and innovative applied technicians. With the universality, usability and foreseeability of its
scientific data, the institute is devoted to applied basic research and technology development service. While
offering mid-long term technical support and training, the institute focus at three main tasks of building regional
innovation service system, developing hi-technology and promoting the transition and upgrading of traditional
industry. Based on the characteristic of regional industrial development of Foshan and its scientific research
environment, relying on the municipal government support and with the help of scientific research, technical
training, and its unique originality, the institute is always improving its scientific and technological innovation
ability and industrial service ability.
Business scope:
1.
Scientific data application and data activation research;
2.
Science and process of mass dynamic data;
3.
Development and research of computer software and hardware system;
4.
Research and hosting service of network engineering design;
5.
Telecom, CATV and computer merged public service platform and value added service;
6.
Training of skilled research students and higher professional technicians;
7.
Further-study education and cultural industrial service;
8.
Assessment and project management of transformation of S&T achievements;
9.
Academic communication and S&T consultation;
10. Development of data products and industrial technological service.
Guangzhou BFE Limited Corporation(BFE) is a professional service provider to provide global logistics supply
chain solutions for cross-border e-commerce B2C sellers. Mainly provide global logistics distribution service,
overseas warehousing services and marketing development, product distribution channels service, crossborder e-commerce website construction and promotional, software technical services etc.
BFE was established in 2003, at present, It has established 10 overseas warehousing and logistics
processing center and overseas business development team in many countries and regions, such as the US,
the UK, Germany, Australia, Spain, Canada, Russia. It’s service network covers 80% of the domestic and
international active cross-border e-commerce area. BFE is the
strategic partners of eBay, PayPal, Amazon, Alibaba, Dunhuang network, Google.

N/A

wcm@chukou1.com

www.chukou1.com

KUAKR is a cross-border E-commerce platform run by Guangdong Xinyi E-commerce Co., Ltd. KUAKR offers
a wide range of products, including imported food, beauty cosmetics , mother-baby products, household
chemical products, functional foods and wines. health care products, food, beverage, bags etc.

Investment in Cross Border Trade industry
Import of beauty cosmetics, maternal and
child supplies, food and other products,
Export of ceramics, furniture, lighting,
underwear and other products

jianminwei@kk178.com

www.kk178.com

Ciitta E-commerce built up the most professional vertical cross-border E-commerce platform, aiming to the
market of Americans, Europe, and Asia, our customers are mainly from US, Mexico, France, UK, Canada,
Germany, Spain and Italy, etc. at present. We gain advantages with plenty of information through the internet,
we’ll then set up the oversea storage with distributing and exhibiting in Log Angles, New Jersey in US; Cologne
FTA in Panama; Dusseldorf in Germany, St Petersburg in Russia, and Djakarta in Indonesia for the Ciitta
platform developing.
The trade value reached 10 million.
Guangzhou Youguolai Electronic Commerce company was established in 2015 with the strong support of Nan
Sha government and the E-Commerce Investment and Finance Association of Guang Dong Province. With
New Finance and New Retailing as its direction, MAILHERE integrates global resources to provide Chinese
consumers with shopping guidance for global quality merchandises and exceptional one-stop shopping
experience, enabling Chinese customers to enjoy relaxing and convenient global shopping within one click.
MAILHERE's offers a wide range of products, including imported mother-baby products, household chemical
products, functional foods and wines.

Investment in oversea warehouse
Export of bags

maxwell@ciitta.cn

www.aitbags.com

Intends to import beauty cosmetics,
maternal and child supplies, health care
products, food, beverage, bags and luxury
goods and other products, and cooperation
with related manufacturers, suppliers and
vendors

13822295399@139.com

www.yglai.com

INHEATER works toward Smart products (smart home, smart living, mother & baby, wearable products, digital,
black-tech ) and commits to create the vertical E-commerce, Communities and Trading Platform toward this.
We works with the World-Wide High Quality Sales Channels.
We also help the Brands in promoting brand reputation, marketing, sale and help the professional distributors
to find the high-quality, reliable, and high cost-effective smart products' providers globally, and provide quality
resource in brand promotion to boost sales.
Currently, we have helped more than 50 famous brands (covered 200 products about 400 unites sku) selling.
We have nearly 100+ sale channels/platforms and 300 distributors (which include but not limited in Tmall,
JD.com, Taobao crowdfunding). Last but not least, there are about 30 upmarket/offline sale channels in our
possession .

Import&Export of smart products, home
products

eva.lin@inheater.com

www.inheater.com

Shenzhen 100Year E-Commerce Co., LTD., It was incorporated in Qianhai Shenzhen in March 2014.From the
end of November in 2015 to April 30th in 2016, we built "100Years Foreign Brand "cross-border mall, mainly
selling imported products. The product categories are baby products, beauty care, nutrition health care, food
and beverage, and household necessities and so on of nearly seven thousand varieties.

Looking for authorized products and
cooperation opportunities of ecommerce
logistics.

13922814688@139.com

www.100yp.net \
www.100yscm.com

Intend to develop rough diamond and
polished diamond trading business with the
Israeli diamond industry.

747889283@qq.com

www.cngzde.com

At the same time, we conduct logistics business of ecommerce and have undertaken the Hong Kong
warehouse business of WTD, which serves Amazon, Jingdong, Rookie and other e-business platform. We also
have our own B2C customs clearance platform. It is located in the cross border area of Zhuhai city and can be
run in B2B2C mode;
Guangzhou Diamond Exchange (GZDE) is a diamond service platform established with the support of the
People's Government of Guangdong Province. Under the principles of government leadership, state holding,
private participation and market operation, GZDE was established by Guangdong Assets and Equity Exchange
Group in association with state-owned enterprises such as Guangdong Gold Group and SFUND, international
jewelry brands like Chow Tai Fook and Lukfook, as well as other renowned industrial enterprises. Based on
Guangdong's developed diamond industry, GZDE is committed to becoming an international diamond trading
platform and a comprehensive service hub for the industry.

Dongguan jianhui paper co.,LTD.is a join venture which established in December 2002.It sits at HuangChong
Village ,Zhongtang town,Dongguan city,Guangdong provice .

2635206321@QQ

www.jianhuipaper.com

okocbc@163.com

www.orangepay.cn

Guangzhou huaxia vocational college is a full-time and ordinary high school, which is approved by the people's N/A
government of guangdong province and has been registered by the ministry of education. School belongs to
finance economic institute, school of management, vehicle and automation institute, college of information
engineering, architectural engineering institute, college of art media currently opened 33 admissions
professional almost covers all the popular industry in today's society, let the students have goals, have pursuit,
can give full play to the agreement of theory, learning motivation and potential. In recent years, the employment
rate of Chinese college graduates has been steady at about 98%, which is the highest in guangdong province.

1805892855@qq.com

www.gzhxtc.cn

Guangzhou wanzhou electrical equipment co.,ltd was founded in 2004, the existing staff of 200 people, is a
research and development, design, production, sales and service in a comprehensive range of products of
large-scale integrated power equipment enterprises. Manufacturing and testing of the series is complete, has
the world's most famous European Finland Prima Power, Germany's TRUMPF plate flexible production line,
advanced KYN28 switchgear assembly line, busbar automatic assembly line, automatic energy-saving cable
production line, automatic electrostatic spraying (coating) line, CNC bending machine and all kinds of
production equipment. High voltage products are detected by the State Department, low-voltage products and
busbar with CCC national mandatory product certification certificate, cable tray and line pipe fittings products to
obtain the product inspection reports issued by the Guangzhou Municipal Quality Supervision and Inspection
Institute CTA quality certification. The company has established a perfect quality, environment, occupation
health and safety management system, Have pass the ISO9001:2008 international quality system certification,
ISO14000 environmental management system and OHSAS 18000 occupation health and safety management
system certification.

852385626@qq.com

www.gzwanshou.com

With total investment RMB 4.3billions,Jianhui had completed 4 paper board machines.The PM1 and PM2 was
respectively started up in may 2004 and August 2005.Jianhui paper invested to build two test lineboard
Machine lines and had put them into production in 2012.

Import of the waste of raw materials,the
environmental protection facilities and
chemical etc.
Export of the cardboard products

At present,the actual production capacity for duplex borad reached 800,000 TPY and liner board reached
600,000 TYP .After that ,jianhui paper has been established as the large production bases with annual
production of 1.4 million tons of paper and board.
OrangePay provide one-stop service which cover popularization, sales, signing online, cross-border payment,
settle accounts, purchasing and etc, for cross-border trading and payment.
OrangePay mainly service cross-border e-commerce purchasing, global exhibition, cross-border import and
exit, Airline ticket, Hostel, overseas travel, tuition online and etc.

N/A

1, To seek cooperation with foreign famous
brands of electrical components, in
Guangzhou, China opened a joint venture
company to produce power products, to
develop the market in China and
neighboring countries;
2,The company intends to export our
products to seek cooperation with foreign
power companies.

Anycolor Computer Consumables Co., Ltd., as a branch company of Longtron Technology Group Co., Ltd., is
N/A
engaged in electronic information products and office supplies research and development, manufacturing and
global marketing.
Longtron has three manufacture bases are respectively located in Guangzhou Tianhe District, Shenzhen
Guangming New District, Guangxi Beihai export processing zone. The main products are generally divided into
two parts : one is the electronic information products, such as tablet PC (MID), Virtual Reality products (VR),
Power Bank, Smart Devices Charging Adapter and data Cable, etc.; the another products are office
consumables products, Including printer and copier consumables (toner cartridges, inkjet cartridges, copier
toners,drum units, accessories, and etc.), and the color laser printer which is developing with independent
intellectual property rights.
The main markets of company are respectively located in North America, Latin America, Europe, Africa,Middle
East, etc. Moreover, we have set up our overseas branch company in Africa Kenya and Middle East Dubai with
a sound marketing network. After more than 10 years of market development, our own brands
“Arecolor”,“Anycolor” and “Longtron”, have become the most popular brand in Northern Europe, Eastern
Europe, East Africa, West Africa, Southern Africa, Central and South America, the Middle East.

gm@longtron.com

Guangzhou Xijiya Electronics Technology Co., Ltd. was established in 1996, Our company is a field of new
N/A
sources, development, production and sales of high-tech enterprises.
The Company is a professional research and development of the Ozone generator, Oxygen machine,
vegetable washing machine, Anion air purifier, Sterilization machine, air purification machine, Mosquito
machines, and other eco-friendly electronics. Now become China first brand in ozone industry. Since its
establishment, the company provide professional OEM service for new and old customers, and factory covers
an area of 30000 square meters, it is largest of ozone generator manufacturers in China, We are grateful of
new and old customers, your visits and instructions are welcome.
Business Scope & Request：
We specialize in the Multi function Ionizers, multifunctional ionizer, Ozone generator, Ozone deodorizer, Fruit
and Vegetable detoxification, ozone deodorizing device, air purifier and Industry ozone generator, mosquito
suction machine and ozone parts development and production. All the design may according to customer's
requirements. The company has a professional OEM/ODM production, R&D service and formed an experience
team of professionals, able to provide customers with a comprehensive one-stop service. The advanced
professional technology, high quality equipment and engineering is our advantage, and perfect after-sales
service system is the guarantee of customers.

www.anycolor.cn

www.xijiya.com

President of the Guangdong Provincial Association of cleaner production units, in energy saving and
N/A
environmental protection, clean production, circular economy and high technology, energy management and
other areas of security, monitoring and evaluation, management, research, consulting and market research,
product promotion, exhibition and project general contracting construction, new materials, new products, sales
of energy technology development and other functions in one of the real economy and the construction
organization management consulting. Companies conscientiously fulfill their social responsibilities, and actively
develop green industries, and promote the common development of economy and brand building.

57016800@qq.com

N/A

Guangzhou unity of energy conservation and environmental protection technology co., LTD. Until now, has
been to reduce energy consumption, improve energy utilization efficiency in the field of industry, is committed
to VOCs in the field of industrial control, establish green, low carbon, environmental protection, life, promote
social sustainable development as its own duty. Continue to challenge for the world frontier field of energy
conservation and environmental protection technology, and application of various advanced technologies
rapidly to the energy conservation and environmental protection equipment, providing customers with the best
solution。

zk@aioac.com

www.aioac.com

N/A

The company was founded in November 2013, mainly engaged in enterprise management services; energysaving technology, energy-saving products and technical services of energy-saving renovation project; energy
saving project investment and development; cleaner production management, contract energy management
services
Guangzhou Group Environmental Engineering Services Co., Ltd. was established in 2003, the registered
capital of 30 million 80 thousand yuan, rooted in Guangzhou property and cleaning industry has been operating
for over 14 years, including property management。Business scope includes property management,
Building cleaning services, family services, pest control services, landscaping engineering services, green
management. The group of companies adhere to the people-oriented, continue to absorb both ability and
political integrity, experience, have special
Industry skills to achieve the common development of employees and the company.
The group of companies adhere to the people-oriented, continue to absorb both ability and political integrity,
experience, professional skills of personnel, to achieve the common development of employees and the
company.
The company pays more attention to the quality of service, but also pay more attention to the efficiency of
service. It adopts the operation mode of mechanization and manpower. In recent years, our company has
obtained the qualification, honor and reward countless, the group of companies with good reputation, has been
recognized by the community.

Investment in Energy conservation and
environmental protection industry

2213417167@qq.com

N/A

Import of Environmental products 、
Cleaning products、
Cleaning machinery

1847889948@qq.com

www.gzyqgs.com

yhhb68@126.com

www.gdyuehui.com

Guangdong Yuehui Environmental Protection Engineering CO.,LTD. founded in 2004，which has excellent
Investment in environmental protection；
management team and experienced technical team. Yuehui is an integrated enterprise of research, production Import&Export of Environmental protection
and sales,which including design, construction, operation, environmental impact assessment, environmental
equipment and instruments
protection equipment, environmental protection products and environmental protection potion.
The company was founded in 2003, specializing in environmental protection industry, hazardous waste
harmless disposal and comprehensive utilization, the registered capital of 20 million yuan, annual handling
capacity of 30000 tons, engaged in hazardous waste category involving heavy 28500 tons of hazardous waste,
HW16, gas processing 800 tons, has accumulated 14 years of operational experience in the industry. The next
step will be for the enterprises to upgrade, to wide reference equipment level both at home and abroad
advanced technology and high-end, to enhance the treatment process and the capacity of the enterprise.

According to the current market volume of
zhouxiaoming343@126.com
domestic environmental protection industry,
the company will increase investment in
software construction, soil remediation and
water treatment direction, to the introduction
of foreign technology and high-end
equipment experience.

N/A

The main focus of GD Guoneng Zhonglin Enterprise Co. Ltd. is capital flow and utilization, as well as project
performance. Founded on the concept of green technology and eco-friendly energy sources, the company
adopts a strategy of low carbon economic development and actively launches project investment options. At
the same time, the company provides diverse value-added services such as capital investment on project
implementation, introducing strategy on cooperation negotiations etc.

Investment in eco-friendly energy sources

www.zhonglincn.com

Guangzhou Naneng Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. is authorized by Guangzhou Huagong Science &
N/A
Technology Development Co Ltd., exclusive organization and unified sales of part of high-tech environmental
protection and energy saving health products developed by South China University of Technology. The
company has development, production, sales, import and export business, and other services. Have their own
brand "good natural" water purification equipment and air purification equipment, and other products.
The company is the high-tech enterprises in Guangdong Province, relying on the South China University of
Technology, has been committed to environmental protection and energy conservation product development
and promotion, and achieved good social and economic benefits, the company set up 10 years to accumulate a
wealth of experience, Equipment and water purification filter a number of national technology invention patents.
Has been the formation of direct drinking water purifier series of products of the scale of production, is the
domestic direct drinking water industry leading brand. Many times by the relevant industry associations and the
recognition of the customer. In the school's help and guidance, continue to move forward.

1461487488@qq.com

www.hgsaw.com

Guangzhou Naneng Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. is authorized by Guangzhou Huagong Science &
Export of Water purification and air
Technology Development Co Ltd., exclusive organization and unified sales of part of high-tech environmental
purification filter.
protection and energy saving health products developed by South China University of Technology. The
company has development, production, sales, import and export business, and other services. Have their own
brand "good natural" water purification equipment and air purification equipment, and other products.
The company is the high-tech enterprises in Guangdong Province, relying on the South China University of
Technology, has been committed to environmental protection and energy conservation product development
and promotion, and achieved good social and economic benefits, the company set up 10 years to accumulate a
wealth of experience, Equipment and water purification filter a number of national technology invention patents.
Has been the formation of direct drinking water purifier series of products of the scale of production, is the
domestic direct drinking water industry leading brand. Many times by the relevant industry associations and the
recognition of the customer. In the school's help and guidance, continue to move forward.

1461487488@qq.com

www.hgsaw.com/

Bank of China Guangdong Branch was formally established in June 1st 1914. As one of the earliest established
branches, it has a history of more than 100 years. Bank of China provides a comprehensive range of financial
services to customers across Guangdong province except Shenzhen with its network of more than 1019
branches. It has also established relationship with more than 1000 banks. In 2016, the total assets of Bank of
China Guangdong Branch amounted to 1029.80 billion yuan and its total liabilities amounted to 1005 billion
yuan. In the same year, Bank of China Guangdong Branch achieved net income of 32.83 billion yuan and net
profit of 10.57 billion yuan, and it has achieved annual net profit over ten billion yuan for seven years.

Guangdong Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology (GTIIT) is a joint cooperative
higher education institution established by
Shantou University and Technion-Israel
Institute of Technology. It was approved by
the Ministry of Education of China on April
9th 2015, with the financial support of the Li
Ka Shing Foundation、Guangdong
Government and Shantou Municipal
Government. Bank of China Guangdong
Branch provides financial services for GTIIT.
The project was officially launched in
January 2016. Bank of China Guangdong
Branch, as the only financial cooperative
bank currently, has already submitted a
comprehensive financial services proposal
to GTIIT and reached a preliminary
consensus on the cooperation. With the
construction of GTIIT, our bank will provide
further financial services and improve
financial cooperation comprehensively.

www.boc.cn

As a professional private equity firm, BOC﹠UTRUST Private Equity Fund Management (GD) Co., Ltd. (or
BOC&UTRUST) is established in Guangzhou on September 7, 2010 with the official approval from the people’s
government of Guangdong Province. The registered capital is of the company 100 million yuan. The
shareholder Guangdong Finance Investment Holdings Limited (referred to as UTRUST) holds 60 per cent of
the equity, and the shareholder Bank of China Group Investment Limited (referred to as BOCGI Investment)
holds 40 per cent of the equity.
BOC&UTRUST PEFM recently set up eight funds：medium-sized and small enterprise fund, stock equity fund
for rejuvenating eastern, western, and northern part of Guangdong, Zhongjiao Utrust Hengqin development
fund, Zhongshan City infrastructure construction fund, Chaozhou industry equity cooperation fund, and venture
investment funds for energy conservation and environmental protection, fund of GCale and fund of Touna. The
company is working to emerge as a first-class private equity company, which grows in Guangdong with a global
vision for co-creating and sharing while combining industry and finance.

Developing cooperation in aspects of
mergers and acquisitions, venture
investment and funds; introducing Isreal’s
technology and promote agricultural
industrialization.

www.bocgfih.com

Guangdong xiong zi investment CO.,LTD is a is a diversified development company. Xiongzi, the legal
Investment in high new technology industry
representative is Zheng Wulong, was Founded in on Nov. 6th, 2014., has 50 million registered capital . Xiongzi
Involves the import and export goods, international finance management and consulting services , etc .In order
to further developing and growing ,now we are developing new business actively and looking for new
cooperation projects. Xiongzi possess elite team , abundant strength ,Unlimited Potential. Xiongzi made a good
reputation with it’s purpose-“Customer as the god, Innovation as the soul”.We hope Xiongzi developing and
strengthening forever through unremitting efforts. We will develop more multiple products in order to expand
more markets worldwide.

N/A

GFIH Fund Management Co., Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Guangdong Finance Investment Holding Ltd.
(“GFIH”). It is a specialized fund management company established with a registered capital of RMB500 million
by GFIH. GFIH Fund Management is a specialized fund manager that supports and serves the economy of
Guangdong Province, coordinates investment and financing reforms related to Guangdong provincial funds,
and is actively involved in Guangdong Province policy-related funds. GFIH Fund Management has
successively been entrusted with and has managed several policy-related funds with total investment backing
from provincial government entities of RMB10.05 billion. These include projects such as the Guangdong Pearl
River West Advanced Equipment Manufacturing Industry Development Fund, Guangdong Silk Road Fund,
Guangdong Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises Development Fund, Guangdong Venture Capital
Guiding Fund, National Advanced Manufacturing Industry Fund and Renewable Energy Fund.
Pear River West Advanced Equipment Manufacturing Industry Development Fund (PW AEMD Fund)is
invested by the Guangdong Provincial Government and entrusted to the Utrustfund. With a total size of RMB
50 billion, it has been the largest policy introduced fund in Guangdong Province so far.
As the supplementary fiscal measures to support the development of advanced equipment manufacturing
industry in Guangdong Province, PW AEMD Fund aims to utilize the guidance and leverage effects of policy
funds, attract social capital, and build the industry belt over seven cities and one district. High emphasis has
been laid on the advanced equipment manufacturing industry. Up to now, six regional funds have been
established and three direct investment projects have been completed. Among the West of the Pear River, PW
AEMD Fund has been a powerful measure to industrial investment and local economic development.

www.utrust.cn

Funds under management such as ZhuXi ,
Silk Road and medium small and microsized fund invest in Isreal, searching for
investment project in manufacturing
industry, infrastructure, industrial parks,
energy resources and agriculture ,etc.

Guangdong Financing Re-guarantee Co., Ltd（Referred to "Utrustfrg"） was founded in February 2009 with
registered capital of RMB 6.01 billion, is the first provincial re-guarantee institution with AAA corporate credit
rating in China, and also the vice-chairman unit of China Financing Guarantee Association and committee
chairman unit of Re-guarantee Profession Committee. Utrustfrg adheres to its political positioning, with
missions of inclusive finance development, service for medium, small, and micro-sized enterprises and
assistance for economic development of Guangdong province, holding the vision as the outstanding
practitioner of inclusive finance and leader of re-guarantee industry, aiming to become an iconic company in reguarantee industry with a sound internet, abundant products, and superior services, Utrustfrg is committed to
guide the sound development of re-guarantee industry in Guangdong province, complete the provincial
guarantee system, and relive financing difficulties for medium, small, and micro-sized enterprises.

Providing credit enhancement service in
investment and financing for those middle
and small-sized enterprise, who has
imported Isreal’s technology.

www.gdfrgc.com

Guangdong GW Financial Holdings Group Co.,Ltd.(or GW Financial Group for short) is a wholly-owned
Intends to discuss the merger and
subsidiary of Guangdong GW Holdings Group Co.,Ltd., China’s top 500 enterprise, with a registered capital of
acquisition of real estate enterprise projects
177 million rmb. Business covering equity investment, project investment, entrusted asset management,
financial leasing, industrial development fund, commercial factoring and other fields. Currently has six
subsidiaries, such as GW Financial Leasing Company Limited, Guangdong International Auction Company
Limited, GW Pawn Company Limited, Guangzhou Financial Consulting Company, GW Business and Finance
Company Limited.
Since the establishment of GW Financial Group, depend on the strong background of state-owned enterprise,
based on the system of GW and China-oriented, through the integration of production and finance. Company is
creating the following platforms, capital operation, equity investment and asset securitization, building a full
range service of supply chain finance; strive to be a provincial leading enterprise of financial services.
Guangdong Hengjian Investment Holdings Co. Ltd (the “Hengjian Company”) was approved and established in Coordinating offshore bonds issue efforts,
2007 by Guangdong Provincial People’s Government. As of September 2016, Hengjian Company has a
Advanced Manufacturing Funds and such
registered capital of RMB 15.317 billion yuan, total assets of 241.2 billion yuan, and net assets of 163.6 billion
bsuisness
yuan.
Hengjian Company is the only provincial level state-owned capital operating company of the Guangdong
Province, tasked with the optimization of provincial state-owned assets, as well as the mission of the provincial
industrial reorganization and restructure.
As the only Guangdong Province state-owned asset capital operating company, Hengjian Company’s core
business includes investment and investment management, equity & capital investment/management, various
fund investment/management, and investment in emerging segments through various incubator and
accelerators.
On behalf of the Guangdong Provincial Government and the Provincial State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission (“Provincial SASAC”), the Hengjian Company wholly owns or partly own equity of
large Central Government associated enterprises. Investees’ industries covering a broad and diversify range
including energy, electricity, rail transportation, real estate, steel, aviation industry, high-end medical
equipment, financial, tender consulting, logistics, and cultural industries.
Hengjian Company hold the equity of large Central Government associated enterprises, including China
General Nuclear Power Group, Baosteel Group, Guangdong Shaoguan Iron & Steel, Baosteel Group Zhanjiang
Iron & Steel, China Aviation Industry General Aircraft, Guangdong Yuedean Group, and Guangdong Pearl
River Delta Intercity Railway.
Some key public company investments by the Hengjian Company include Everbright Securities, China
Development Bank Leasing, Huatai Securities, China Universal Medical Finance and Technology Consulting

www.gw-finance.com

xiaodz@gdhjtz.com

www.gdhjtz.com

Guangdong Finance Investment（Holding） (Referred to as "Utrust") was founded in 1984, authorized by the
provincial government of Guangdong. As a leading provincial financial holding organization in Guangdong, we
insist on serving the provincial government and their committee and strive to develop policy-based finance.
Therefore, we have gained uncompetitive, outstanding reputation and strong social influence.
By the end of 2016, Utrust had gained RMB 14.208 billion as the registered capital, with the scale of assets
under management reaching over RMB 380.7 billion, and the total assets up to RMB 58.9 billion. It owns 20
wholly-owned companies and holding enterprises.
We have been insisting on four operating principles: integrity, consistency, professionalism, and initiative, as
well as on three operating strategies: discover value; create value; realize value. Gradually, with trust
management, assets management, financing management as leading businesses, we’ve developed into a
comprehensive financial service platform that covers Internet financing, equity investment, private equity,
finance leasing, offshore finance and industrial management. We took the initiative to establish E Fund
Management, one of three major public fund management companies, Pearl River Life Insurance and Urtrust
Insurance, which are two insurance companies, as well as Guangzhou Equity Exchange and Guangzhou
Financial Assets Exchange. We hold equities in China Guangfa Bank, Guangdong Huaxing Bank, and Lianxun
Securities. On the basis of successful application of financial lease license, we are facilitating license
application for joint venture securities, credit and guarantee insurance, financial leasing and related business of
acquiring holding banks. We’re striving to become the top provincial financial holding group with global vision,
professional operation, and outstanding reputation within 5 years.
Guangzhou Finance Holdings Group Co., Ltd. (GFH) was founded on December, 2006 by the People's
Government of Guangzhou Municipality. GFH is currently positioned as a comprehensive holding group which
is mainly engaged in strategically financial investments. Required by its current positioning, GFH aims to be a
holding group which gathers its resources in the financial sector, which involves in the financial activities in the
realms of banking, trust, securities, fund, insurance, loan, P2P, guarantee, asset-management, etc..

Strengthening the technological and
financial cooperation with enterprises in
Isreal, establish strategic alliance with its
investment corporations and financial
enterprises.

www.utrust.cn

Comprehensive finance cooperation. PE.
M&A.

www.gzjrkg.com

Guangzhou State-owned Capital Operation Holdings Co., LTD. (short for GOFAR), established by Guangzhou
N/A
Municipal Government, is the very first capital operation and investment platform. GOFAR mainly performs four
major platform functions: state-owned equity holding, capital operation management, strategic investment
development, and public funds value-added service. By now, GOFAR has already controlled or participated
quite a few listed companies: Guangzhou Development Group Incorporated, Guangzhou Zhujiang Beer Co.,
Ltd., Guangzhou Yuexiu Financial Holdings Group Co., Ltd., Guangzhou Baiyunshan Pharmaceutical Holdings
Co., Ltd,etc. By controlling and participating in those companies, GOFAR has constructed five major business-capital operation, industrial investment, merger and reorganization, innovative financing, and strategic
research. During the 13th Five-Year-Plan-Period, GOFAR, as capital allocation platform, surely will devote its
greatest dedication to the construction of national central cities and the development of Guangzhou Stateowned Assets—to make our stated-owned capital prosperous, finest and immense

N/A

HSBC, one of the largest banking and financial services institutions in the world, serves millions of customers
through its four Global Businesses.Founded in 1865 to finance trade between Asia and the West, today HSBC
is one of the world’s largest banking and financial services organisations serving more than 37 million
customers worldwide. Our aim is to be acknowledged as the world’s leading and most respected international
bank.

www.hsbc.com.cn

N/A

Growth China Capital (BVI), Shenzhen Qianhai GroChina Capital Investment Management Co., Ltd. (Gro
Investment in the target in the sectors of HiChina), is a professional investment banking firm, Dollar Funds and Fund of Funds (FOFs), which is founded by Tech, Pharmaceutical, health-care，the
Mr. Kention Huang’s team whom is the founding partner of Growth Asia Capital.
clear Chinese market vision would be
priority.
GroChina has expertise in providing IPOs services for Chinese growth companies in capital markets of UK,
HK, USA and China etc; AIM flotation for Investment Companies (Private Equity Fund); Reverse Takeover;
Mergers & Acquisitions; Asset Management services, PE-FOF, Development Capital, and Buyout Fund etc.

kention@126.com

www.grochina.com

szsundonghui@sina.com

N/A

GroChina presents the flotation on AIM for Investment Companies to Chinese Private Equity Funds, to
raise US Dollar and RMB in the same time and can make RMB or US Dollar project investment efficiently,
increasing the liquidity of PE fund, which would add great benefit to high growth PE market in China.
GroChina team is the most professional team for Chinese IPOs in UK capital market since 2004, and
served numerous Chinese IPOs in UK, HK and China capital market, including but not limited to Pa Shun
Pharmaceutical International Holdings Limited (00574.HK), Huizhou Dongjin Agriculture Co., Ltd (NEEQ:
831253), China Rerun Chemical Group Limited (CHRR.L), Grand Group Investment PLC (GIPO.L), etc. The
total market capital achieved by GroChina team through investment, M&A, IPO has exceeded 10 billion RMB.

China Shenzhen North-South Import & Export Trading Co., Ltd (NS below) which was registered in June 2001,
is a professional importer specializing in seafood, meat and fruit importing globally.
To meet the increasing demands on safe and quality food from domestic markets, NS establish a good
relationship with reliable seafood and meat suppliers from Australia, New Zealand, Canada and etc. With the
strength of excellent sales network and professional commercial service in China, NS successfully imported
plenty of safe and quality live/chilled & frozen seafood and meat to the domestic markets.

Import of Live Seafood

Guangdong Wonderful Foods Group Co., Ltd, founded in 2003, is a modern company specialized in producing N/A
candy and the authorized partner of the world-renowned candy brand--Disney. We have more than 100
products, exporting over 300 million pieces of lollipop every year to more than 40 countries and regions that
include Europe and America. Through adhering to the business philosophy of "good quality and good mood" as
well as conducting in strict accordance with the requirements of the export food production enterprises to
organize production, we have passed the domestic and international certification such as BRC, ISO, HACCP,
3C and WCA. In January 2017, our new product “COOL ICE” advertisement was launched on the large screen
of New York Times Square in the United States, which showed our company's enormous strength and fashion
image to the world.
YingDe Regalia Red Foods Development Limited. mainly sale Yinghong no.9 red tea which is one of the ten
Export of YingDe black Tea
pieces of treasure of Guangdong. We have the whole industrial chain from picking to sales. After operating for
many years, leave good public praise and reputation in Guangdong area and Germany and British. Annual
sales of hundreds of millions of RMB.
Guangzhou Global Food Co., Ltd. is founded in 2005 with 1 million registered capital ,is a private enterprise.
Import of foodstuff
Company’s main business is made up of brand agency , trading ,wholesale, food supplement. Global Food also
have the brand agency of the international famous brand like Rich , Simplot. Global Food imported a large
number of potato products and frozen beef and mutton from U.S. NZ. Australia and Brazil every year. Annual
turnover is ten million bucks. Global Food seeks for stable and substantial supplement for a long term.
We appreciate a win-win co-operation by any farms hope to provide a better and more professional service to
customers abroad.

www.hxqly.com

13376663832@163.com

N/A

leeqiumin@126.com

N/A

Guangdong Province GuangQing Holdings Group Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as “the Group”) is one of the Investment in creative industry
provincial investment holding enterprises. The Group has 21 wholly-owned subsidiaries and two shareholding
Development of Guangdong Arts & Crafts
enterprises, mainly focus on three business streams including arts & crafts, commercial real estate and capital Industry Park
investment & operation, which providing products and services including assets management & operation, arts
& crafts transaction, in-house decoration, consulting, education & training, E-commerce, exhibition business
and entity trade etc..
The Group is a provincial leading enterprise of Guangdong arts & crafts industry,as well as leading in the
development of Lingnan arts & crafts. The Group aims to construct seven platforms of Arts & Crafts, including
venture incubation, trading broker, Investment and financing transactions, exhibitions, education & training,
research & accreditation, on-line internet. The Group is devoting in commercial real estate that integrating arts
and commerce as well as dedicating in innovating the mode of equity investment to promote asset
securitization.
The Group’s subsidiaries have strong influence in different fields. One of them, the decoration company, has
been continually selected as the top 100 enterprises in Chinese decorative industry for fourteen years. The
Cantonese Fashion Week, the University Student Fashion Week and the Governor Cup, held by the
Guangdong Fashion Center, have a great influence in fashion industry.
Now the Group is sincerely looking for long-term cooperation oversea and seeking talents whom are interested
in inheritance of Chinese traditional culture.

www.gdeq.com

Guangdong Rising Assets Management Co., Ltd. (GRAM) is one of the largest provincial state-owned
enterprises headquartered in Guangzhou. As of 2017, the company operates through the following segments:
mining, electronics, environment protection, real estate and finance, with mining at the core.

www.gdrising.com.cn

We are looking for mining projects, potential
LED partners, and waste disposal technogies

In 2016, GRAM rose to be the largest provincial SOE in Guangdong by revenue, as 46th-largest among top
100 Chinese multinational companies and as the 304th –largest among the top 500 Chinese Enterprises.
GRAM is the 2nd largest shareholder of China Telecom and controls 6 listed companies in China, and has
successfully acquired 5 overseas listed companies with mining resources in 9 countries across 4 continents.
Listed on Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 1998, Guangdong Highsun Group Co., Ltd.(Securities Abbreviation:
N/A
shaojianming@000861.com
Highsun, Stock Code: 000861 ;Web:http://www.000861.com) is one of the few private holding commercial listed
companies. Its main business includescommerce and mining the two main areas.
HuaXin has grown into a diversified international enterprise groups, the largest fast moving consumer goods
Investment in Logistics, financial innovation, 1031686291@qq.com
and electrical agents in southern China distribution operators, to achieve distribution of logistics, fashion
education and so on
industry, manufacturing, property real estate, financial / equity investment in the construction of five major
businesses, involving beverages, food, daily necessities, electrical appliances, clothing, leather goods and
many other areas.
In 2014, Huaxin Group was awarded the top 500 Chinese enterprises by the China Enterprise Confederation
and the China Entrepreneurs Association.

www.000861.com

www.grouphx.com

Guangzhou RedSun Gas Appliances Co., Ltd is a national high-tech enterprise in Torch Program, which
Export of gas stove\range hood ect.
engages in the production of energy saving environment protection porous material and infrared porous
ceramic energy saving cooker.
RedSun is the only enterprise who achieves the infrared energy-saving combustion technology by mastering
the three core technologies of completely pre-mixed combustion, thermal wave conversion and flameless
catalytic combustion with the CPU- porous ceramics in the industry. The infrared radiant porous ceramic energy
saving combustion technology, independently developed by RedSun, has been included in the national energy
saving technology promotion directory in 2011 and in 2015, Strategic emerging industry key products and
services guidance directory in 2013, and listed in the TOP TENs Best Practice Supplier in 2015. In 2014,
RedSun’s infrared porous ceramic energy-saving stove has been included in the Beijing energy saving
technology promotion directory. RedSun’s stove manufactured through the innovative technology is featured
by" high efficiency and energy saving, environmental protection and health, cleanness, safety and reliability”. It
is a kind of low carbon and energy-saving product which can save energy 30%-40% and replace the traditional
atmospheric type cooker.
Shenfubao Group has total assets of 3.4 billion yuan, net assets of 1.4 billion yuan, initiated in 1990s in
Shenzhen, front line of Chinese opening up and reform, is among the first businesses working on industrial
zone’s development and operation, and is advancing with the reform progress and industrial improvement of
Shenzhen. With 20-year experience in industrial zone operation, it has developed and operated Shenzhen
Futian Bonded Area, Shenzhen Processing Zone for Export, Small and Micro Finance Exemplary Base of
Tianjin Free Trade Zone, Tianjin Fubao Industrial Park and Shenzhen biomedicine Innovations Industrial Park,
as a renowned and professional domestic developer and operator of industrial zones who has made a
contribution to regional economy development.

lyc21@163.com

Investment in bio pharmaceutical production
enterprises, Internet software development
enterprises, network information security
companies, high-tech incubator

www.redsun.com

www.sfbgroup.com.cn

Guangdong Designer Technology CO.,LTD, is a national high-tech enterprise, which was established in 1993.It N/A
engages in R&D, design, manufacture, marketing and services of plastic machinery. Now it has workshops of
total over 40,000 square meter and 200 employees. Existing products of the company are sheet machine,
thermoforming machine and precision mould, all kinds of products are sold well at home and abroad with high
quality, high production, cost-benefit and low energy consumption. The company owns a number of patents and
technological achievements of independent intellectual property rights. The products have high technical
content and strong practicability, and the quality is in the front ranks of Asia and receives good reputation
among the customers. The company keeps the management concept of being honest, being equal and
customer first, and controls the quality of the products strictly under ISO 9001 Quality Management System.
The company has excellent equipment processing capacity and efficient after-sale services, and also provides
strong technical supports and trainings to the customers.

Dcdsz888@163.com

www.dcdesigner.com

Guangzhou silver culture development limited liability company is the focus of cultural and creative
Investment in Cultural Creative Industry;
development of the enterprise, since its inception, silver culture always located in the cultural and creative
Import&Export of Gold and silver products,
fields, the integration of various types of art, collectibles, investment goods as the basic element, the creation, craft gifts, souvenirs, jewelry, etc.
creation and innovation as the basic means to provide customers with the most attentive service and most
satisfactory product demand. The company's main gold and silver products, commemorative coins, cultural and
creative gifts among consumers enjoy a higher status.

1017886088@qq.com

N/A

Established in 1990, Guangdong Chamber of Private Enterprise is a provincial chamber with independent legal
person qualification, which is made up by a variety of well-known private enterprises in Guangdong Province
and aims at building a private business platform to help members to develop enterprises bigger and stronger
with efforts as so to promote local private economic development.

care1217@163.com

www.gd1990.com

Aims at building a private business platform
to help members to develop enterprises
bigger and stronge

Guangdong Cross-border E-Commerce Industry Association was established upon the approval of the
N/A
Department of Civil Affairs as well as the supervision and guidance of Department of Commerce of Guangdong
Province. The initiate enterprises included outstanding cross-border e-commerce companies. Guangdong
Cross-border E-commerce Industry Association sets the main target of “Based in Guangdong, Radiate to the
World”, follows the slogan of “Lead the Members to Open Global Market”, and aims to serve for members
wholeheartedly. With practical working style, the association will act the role as good assistant and supervisor
of the Government, and as the connection between enterprises, government and all walks of life.

admin@gceia.org.cn

www.gceia.org.cn

As a provincial and non-profit social group with corporate capacity established in 2005, Guangdong Enterprise
Association for Foreign Economic Cooperation has existing members more than 170 all over the province
engaged in such fields as constructional engineering, human resources, financing, insurance, transport,
hydroelectricity, engineering consultation and design, appliance manufacturing, furniture, building materials,
automobile production, highway bridge, tourism, import and export trade. Upon establishment. the Association
serves as the bridge of enterprises and government, and delivers various services to “going out” strategy of
Guangdong enterprises in performing foreign investment, contracting foreign projects, implementing foreign
labor cooperation as well as other international economic cooperation business.
Incorporated in 1992, with over 700 core members at present, which including more than 30 listed and new
three board listed companies, Guangdong Lighting Association is the most authoritative industry-oriented and
non-profit social organization in Guangdong Province. Guangdong Province, with the output value of lighting
industry of more than 300 billion yuan, accounting for 60% of China's total output value of lighting industry,
annual exports of more than 30 billion US dollars, is known as the " World Lamp Capital".
Guangdong Province Cleaner Production Association was founded in May 2012, is the provincial level of clean
production 5A professional social groups. Since its establishment, the government has adhered to the principle
of serving the government, the enterprise and the society. Build green industry trade and technology exchange
and cooperation platform. Provincial cleaner production experts association has nearly 500 members and
nearly 300 people, the establishment of "Guangdong cleaner production information network" and other
propaganda platform, won the "small and medium enterprises in Guangdong province clean production
technology in public service platform and the integration of the two management system standards
implementation services qualification; won the" Guangdong Province energy saving advanced collective ",
Guangdong province 5A professional societies title.

N/A

geafec@126.com

www.geafec.org

N/A

wuwenfeng@aeopto.com

www.gd-lighting.org

Build communication platform

944379794@qq.com

www.gdcpi.com.cn

Founded in June 2010, Guangdong Guangxin Information Industry Co., Ltd. (referred to as GDIIC) is the share Scientific and technological cooperation
holding subsidiary of Guangdong Guangxin Holding Group Ltd. GDIIC is a strategic emerging industry providing
high-end information technology services, and it is devoted to continuously researching, developing, and
innovating the Internet of Things (IOT), especially in food security traceability.

www.gdiic.com

Dongguan Shitong Bonded Logistics Co.,Ltd，With the national "The Belt and Road" development strategy,
Investment in overseas logistics
relying on the regional advantages of Dongguan and development potential of export transit business in export- infrastructure
oriented enterprises, is the special regulatory sites approved and established by the customs for meeting the
needs of international logistics goods bonded and supervised warehousing. The company has 11 thousand and
200 square meters of imported bonded warehouse and export supervision warehouse, through the network
marketing to achieve product and logistics transactions again. To provide e-commerce logistics services for
customers. Then achieve the extension of international logistics supply chain on land.

Wss0338@sina.com

www.dgstbs.com

Dongguan Shitong international express Supervision Center Co. Ltd., the first international express supervision Investment in overseas
center in Guangdong Whampoa customs, is one of the largest international express business customs
warehouse，international logistics
supervision areas land treatment in Southern China area. The company has 16 independent research and
development line-"comparison in the same screen automatic sorting line", satisfying the national customs
electronic supervision standard, with daily goods processing capacity of 56 thousand, annual express customs
clearance operations up to nearly 10 million (100 thousand tons). The international express business volume
ranked fourth in China (ranked first in business, land crossings)

1835322655@qq.com

www.dgkj.com.cn

uangdong stone investment holding group co., LTD. (referred to: worldcom holding group) with planning land of
700 mu, is international logistics, logistics, real estate development, standard warehouse construction, finance
and other international logistics business service platform provider. Worldcom holding group invest and runs
several hundred mu of land of e-commerce industrial park in Dajingjiu Logistics park, won the "e-commerce
demonstration base of guangdong province", and the reputation and qualifications of "cross-border electricity
goods declaration customs supervision pilot unit" by guangdong huangpu customs. It has become a crossborder electricity and cross-border cargo customs clearance industry standards and an important symbol of
innovation exemplary role.

Investment attraction

qxy288181@sohu.com

www.sttzkg.com

Guangdong rainbow rain lighting was founded in 2001, in the past 15 years to fulfill social responsibility actively, Export of LED lighting product
has been adhering to the "light culture advocates" the advanced idea, constantly study all aspects of lighting
art, is the whole of China lighting solutions to business leader, adhere to the scientific, artistic and professional
development.

13822144161@139.com

www.wyifc.com

Guangzhou LEDWAY Lighting Technology Co., Ltd have been in business since 2007, which have registered
Export of LED lighting product
capital for 50.8 million, located in Tian'an Great Energy Saving Technology Park. The manufactory locate in
Guangzhou and Shanxi,Taiyuan where reach 15,000 square meters, production cover industry ,application , car
application and etc. It is the firsty company who apply the “CSP” lighting engin in the headlight.
LEDWAY as new high-tech company, during year 2011 and 2013 , the two president of China, Hu Jintao and Xi
Jinping had visiting the company,.In the future, , LEDWAY will keep going like the sologan “ lighting for
Chinese”, to build in the country brand , the world brand and the brand cross the century.

Tan315@163.com

www.led-way.com.cn

Huizhou Fluence Optoelectronic Technology Co.,Ltd is 100% owned by Shenzhen Fluence Technology
PLC。PCcooler ( Shenzhen Fluence Technology PLC ) ,established in 2005, is a state-level high-tech
enterprise engaged in heat sink’s developing, manufacturing and marketing. The company maintains higher
market occupancy and brand reputation in the field of PC radiator and LED heat sink.

David.liu@pccooler.cn

www.pccooler.cn

gaomeng@goldjet.com.cn

www.goldjet.com.cn

N/A

Guangdong Goldjet International Logistics Co., Ltd was established in 2004 with the registered capital RMB50
Investment in overseas warehouse and
million. The company’s mature business scope mainly including International Airfreight, International Ocean
transportation network.
freight, customs declaration and inspection, Warehousing and Dispatching, International Express, Cross-border
E-Commerce and so on. Goldjet is aims to provide customers integrated cross-border logistics service and it is
the influential logistics service enterprise in the Southern China. Goldjet has about 500 staffs with its
headquarter in GuangZhou ,15 sub-companies in China, beyond 10 oversea branch offices, and have long
term business cooperative agent in the major central cities all over the world. It is based on the mainland of
China and has been formed the global logistics service network gradually.

Hitachi elevator motor (Guangzhou) Co. Ltd was established in December 29, 2004, is located in the science
N/A
city of Guangzhou high tech Development Zone, covers an area of 114000 square meters, construction area of
82688 square meters, the company currently employs more than 680 people.
Companies adhering to the "Hitachi group" and "," honesty "and" pioneer spirit "business concept and" every
day pursuit ", dedicated to" build the first China elevator traction machine R & D, production manufacturers,
professional R & D and manufacturing of permanent magnet synchronous traction machine, elevator door
motor, electric machine products. Relying on strong R & D, manufacturing, sales and service of Hitachi group,
to meet the customers on the quality of motor products demand as its mission to provide solutions for
customers of motor product system.
In the hundred years of heritage Hitachi motor manufacturing technology at the same time, based on
independent research and development innovation, in recent years, has an independent R & D center and
independent intellectual property rights, become the Hitachi group in research and development, the world's
only production of elevator traction machine, door motor professional enterprises, R & D capability in the
forefront of the domestic industry.
The products use green tractor in the field of cutting-edge permanent magnet synchronous technology, this
technology represents the world's most advanced elevator drive technology, compared with the traditional
technology of energy saving more than 30%, the efficiency of 88%-94%, the application of company products,
annual saving 600 million kWh/ for end users.
In recent years, won the "high-tech enterprise", "National Laboratory Accreditation", "Guangzhou excellent
enterprise", "Guangzhou enterprise technology center", "Hitachi group super green factory", "Guangdong
province cleaner production units" honor and qualification.
GZ FODL Industry company
N/A
was established on January 8th, 1994, which specialized in developing and producing the electromechanical
integration equipment (instruments) independently with the main products inclusive of laser printer series and
medical appliances. Through 10 years’ development, Foundery’s products have turned into well-known brands
in the industry. Honest (branded as Foundery) computer medium-frequency electrotherapy instrument (veinrelaxing therapeutic instrument) has obtained the certificate of registration as the national second-class medical
appliance.Honest series have always been a leading position in the industry and acquired a number of national
patents.

N/A

954473108@qq.com

www.fdlhz.com

Guangdong Huachang Aluminum Factory Co., Ltd.is located in Dali Town in Foshan, "the County of Aluminum Export of aluminum profiles, finish window & panshuhua@huachangin China". For over 20 years, the company has been stick to the road of "Renovation with technology, quality as door, curtain wall， accessories products
alu.com
the foundation and clients first" and has been developing steadily. From 2000 to 2011, the company
established many subsidiaries respectively in Australia, Shandong, Jiangsu and Hong Kong. At present, it has
developed into a large modern comprehensive enterprise that integrates with design, research and
development, production and sales of aluminum profiles.

www.huachang-alu.com

Pharmaceutical Factory, Guangzhou Baiyun Mountain was founded in 1973, is now developing into Guangzhou
Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited under the largest industrial enterprises in South China's largest production
base for antibiotics and antibiotic famous professional manufacturer, dedicated to "build China's oral antibiotic
brand. " I plant now has more than 300 products regulated products, in 2006, "White Cloud Mountain" brand
was recognized as "Famous Chinese Trademark"; 2008, "White Cloud Mountain" brand value of 10.52 billion
yuan in 2005, introduced anti-bacterial anti-inflammatory drugs unified brand - "the anti-hegemony", covering
almost all the varieties of anti-bacterial anti-inflammatory drugs commonly used to form a massive antibiotic
products group, in 2008, "the anti-hegemony" trademark brand value reached 2.103 billion yuan.

www.byszc.com

Production of traditional Chinese medicine
products, chemical products, bio-products,
healthcare products, intends to carry out
extensive and in-depth cooperation in the
medical and healthcare area，in research
and development,manufacturing and
sales，in medical services ,health
management,health maintenance and
elderly care etc.

zhoudf@gpc.com.cn

Guangzhou Jinghe Medical Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in October 2003, is located in Baiyun District of
Guangzhou City Jingxi rhino Road No. 18, office space with a total of more than and 350 square meters, more
than and 700 square meters warehouse. Business scope: wholesale drug; Chinese herbal medicine, Chinese
herbal medicine wholesale; wholesale; western medicine wholesale; pre packaged food wholesale; drug
development medical research and development; test; non licensing medical equipment business.

Communication needs: food, medicine,
medical equipment, bio pharmaceutical
technology development and economic and
trade exchanges

Guangzhou Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited owns one listed company named”Baiyunshan” and sixty
subsidiaries and affiliated companies,being a leding enterprise in Guangdong province and its capital
Guangzhou,GPHL is on the top of the “China’s top 100 Pharmaceutical Industry”and one of the “China’s Top
500 Enterprises ”.since its establishment ,the company has been committed to the pharmacertical and
healthcare industry.after years of development,it has continuously to grow in both of its scale and
efficiency.currently,the group is principally engaged in (1).Chinese and Western medicine,chemical raw
materials,natural medicine,biological medicine,research and development,manufacturing and sales of chemical
raw materials intermediates ;(2) wholesale,ratail and import and export business of western medicine,Chinese
medicine and madical equipment;(3)the research and development,production and sales of great health
product ;(4)the health industry investment in medical services ,health management,health maintenance and
elderly care etc.

Production of traditional Chinese medicine
products, chemical products, bio-products,
healthcare products, intends to carry out
extensive and in-depth cooperation in the
medical and healthcare area.

zhoudf@gpc.com.cn

www.gpc.com.cn

Guangzhou Pharmaceuticals Corporation (“GP Corp” hereinafter) is a supply chain service led pharmaceutical
distributor. Established in 1951, GP Corp has developed itself into the biggest Sino-foreign joint venture
distributor in China, having registered capital of RMB 700 million. It is not only a key member of pharmaceutical
commerce division of GPHL, No.1 pharmaceutical manufacturer in China, but also a member of Walgreens
Boots Alliance, a world top 500 company. After almost 70 years of operation, GP Corp boasts renowned brands
in both pharmaceutical wholesale and retail, and has won wide recognition and trust from customers with its
customer-oriented services. In 2016, sales scale of GP Corp reached RMB 42.47 billion, y-o-y growth of
12.25%, ranking No.5 of its kind in China.

Logistics of traditional Chinese medicine
products, chemical products, bio-products,
healthcare products, intends to carry out
extensive and in-depth cooperation in the
medical commerce

cgy@gzmpc.com

www.gzmpc.com

The Guangzhou Sino-Israel Biotech Investment Fund (GIBF), part of the GIBF Group, is a 600 million RMB
fund established in November 2015 in Guangzhou, Guangdong, China. GIBF mission is to invest and promote
the establishment of Chinese subsidiaries of Israeli companies that are active in the biomedical field out of
China. The Chinese subsidiaries have the full exclusive rights to the IP, and total freedom of operation in
China. GIBF JV are mainly registered and established at the Guangzhou Development District (GDD) with
preference to the Bio-Island industrial park of GDD.

Investment in Israeli Biotech Industry

Foshan City Nan Fei precision aluminum parts manufacturing Co., Ltd. was founded in June 2015. Located in
the capital of China aluminum alloy - Foshan, South China Sea, Shishan. Superior geographical location has
created the development of precision aluminum parts processing. Become the industry of high quality
aluminum alloy parts suppliers demand chain, in the industry occupies an increasingly important position.
Country Garden is the practitioner of China’s “New Urbanization” process as well as the constructor of the
global smart eco city. Listed in the Forbes 500, the sales volume of Country Garden in 2016 reached
approximately 308.8 billion RMB, with the tax payment over 14 billion RMB. Country Garden practices the
corporate social responsibility(CSR) in charity with aggregate donations over 2.7 billion RMB.
In recent years, Country Garden has actively responded to the “Road and Belt Initiative” by laying its footprint
overseas across Asia, Oceania, Europe and America. Currently, it has set up some projects in Malaysia,
Australia, and Indonesia, and strikes to explore markets of Europe, North America, South Asia, and the other
ASEAN nations. Country Garden aims to focus on the urban development and operation, promoting global
industrial cooperation, connections and sustainable development with other Chinese enterprises during the
process of “reaching out” to the world.

N/A

Introduction of high-tech industries and
exhibition economy, looking for
advantageous projects for construction and
operation, seeking cross-border medical,
tourism, leisure health and industrial chain
cooperation

www.jinghe-info.com.cn

GIBF-BIO.COM

qingxia88011@163.com

www.fsnanfei.com

www.bgy.com.cn/china

Guangdong guangqing property co., ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Guangdong guangqing holdings group Investment in creative industry
co., ltd., the registered capital of the company is RMB 5 million yuan, the address is Haizhu District
Development of Guangdong Arts & Crafts
xingangdonglu, Haizhu district of Guangzhou, the business scope is real estate development and management, Industry Park
property management; Creative industrial park planning and operation management; Investment and asset
management, conference services and exhibition services; Business consultation; Development and
management of tourism resources; Hotel management.
Guangdong guangqing property co., ltd. is responsible for operation and management of all land and properties
of Guangdong guangqing holdings group co., ltd. Of which, the land area is about 200,000 square meters, with
a total construction area of about 110,000 square meters. At present, in the root, the public division of the
public affairs division of the general public division of the general public division of the public division of the
public works with the value of the value, to help the States and municipalities to build a number of creative
industry parks, and to take charge of industrial and technological industry
At the same time, Guangdong guangqing property co., ltd. is based on Guangzhou, for the strategic
development layout of the province. To use the advantages of the industrial arts and crafts industry, combined
with the urgent need of the municipal industrial transformation and upgrading, actively participate in the
industrial carrier development and investment, and through the development and operation of industrial
carriers, to lay the foundation of commercial real estate and creative real estate.
E-Bell is devoted to Intelligent Management System of Factory manufacturing field. We provide full life-cycle
support and services, using fully integrated technology. Starting from the customer project requirements, We
improve the overall solution and provide real-time and continuous improvement in the adult accompanying the
production process to achieve optimized intelligent systems.

Advanced technology and robot products

Guangzhou zhengke Information Technology Services co.,ltd (hereinafter referred to as "zhengke") was founded N/A
in 2010, by district government leadership and support in seven years to become one of the government of Pan
yu District upgrade counseling unit transformation of private enterprises, the company's business has been con
siderable development. the company of zhengke, adhering to the " for the sake of customers, customer service"
purposes, in order to better serve enterprises, have been established Guangzhou Xinyou Investment manage
ment co.,ltd, Guangzhou Zhuo Yin Talent Service Co.,Ltd., Guangzhou Bai Hai Hui Ying Investment managm
ent co.,Ltd, Guangzhou Zheng Ya intellectual property operating co.,ltd. which for the enterprise to provide th
e business agent qualification, technical reporting, intellectual property, talent service, listing, financial consultin
g, investment and financing, incubator operation and other services.

N/A

cocohui_k@163.com

N/A

13928870218@139.com

www.zhengkezixun.cn

Guangzhou Jundao Information Technology Co., Ltd. in 2011 in Guangzhou Yuexiu District Huanghuagang
Import&export of High-tech software and
Technology Park registered the establishment of high-tech companies. Business scope: computer information
intellectual property services
technology, environmental technology, network information technology development and technical services;
business information consulting; market research; intellectual property agents; wholesale and retail trade. The
company mainly engaged in computer information technology, network information technology development
and sales, is a specialized in party building management software development, sales and service of high-tech
enterprises, software products, including cadre statistics, party members statistics, personnel work and party
building work application.
The following are the same as the "
1, Jundao member management system is divided into management system, statistical reports, system tools
and other modules, including the improvement of organizational relations transfer, party organization, party fees
collection, mobile party members and the development of party members and other functions, to achieve the
online organization relations And the online party information dynamic update; optimize the data structure, and
further improve the statistical functions within the party. The software will be at all levels of organizational
departments and grassroots party committees to carry out daily party management and party statistics to
provide strong support.
Jundao cadres file management information system consists of four subsystems, the specific can be divided
into cadre file acquisition subsystem, cadre file management subsystem, cadre file network utilization
subsystem, cadre file security control subsystem.

info@jundaochina.com

www.jundaochina.com

2, Jundao and Israel Cimatron is the development and sales of manufacturing CAD / CAM software leader.
There are two product lines, CimatronE and GibbsCAM, respectively, Cimatron to meet all the manufacturing
needs for the cavity mold and hardware mold manufacturers to provide specialized solutions, as well as 2.5
axis to 5 axis products to provide turning and milling composite solutions.
3,
Jundao Tech.
and UG
NX) isCity,
Siemens
PLM Software
produced
a product
engineering
Gloryview
is (Unigraphics
located in Science
Guangzhou,
Set up company
13 branches.
We provide
various
services to
clients covering all industries, such as healthcare, transportation, education, energy, finance,
telecommunications, government,real estate, tourism, logistics and other industries. Gloryview Tech. has been
awarded China’s Top 60Intelligent Construction Enterprises for seven consecutive years.
As one of China’s most outstanding providers for smart cities solutions, Gloryview Tech. focuses on related
theory and the progresses of engineering and technology for years. Combined with the past accumulated
experience and present knowledge, Gloryview Tech. provides clients with services including consulting,
designing, construction,
supervision, operation, maintenance and reconstruction.
As the Internet plus era sweeps across all the industries and fields, Gloryview Tech.

N/A

xuchi@gloryview.com

www.gloryview.com

Shantou Yagu Steel Industrial Co., Ltd.has the CNC sheet metal processing production line,a set of new
product development,design and production as a whole.Developed to metal consisting mainly of a series of
main products: decorative sheet metal,metal furniture,hotel supplies,ladders,railings and metal products.
Innovative product design unique,for all types of flats, emporium ,hotels,club,home to provide modern macting
demand.

N/A

553593306@qq.com

www.ya-gu.com
www.styagu.com

Established in 1997 and listed on the Main Board of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange（2342.HK）,Comba
Telecom is a leading ICT solutions and services provider for operators and enterprises to enhance and extend
their wireless communications networks.

1.ICT Solutions (Information and
Communications Technology)
2.Smart Manufacturing

www.comba.com.cn

N/A

www.expressluck.com

Comba' s product portfolio includes wireless enhancement, antennas and subsystems, wireless transmission,
wireless broadband and wireless access equipment.
Comba has established its R&D headquarter based in Guangzhou Science City, 4 research institutions in
Nanjing China, Changsha China, Virginia and California, USA. Comba has applied for 2500+ Chinese and
international patents. Comba’s global manufacturing base is located in Guangzhou Economic Development
District, covering an area of 80,000+ m2.
Comba has 30 + offices in Mainland, China and around 10 oversea offices covering Asia Pacific, North and
South America, and Europe, Middle East and Africa, providing products and services for 80+ countries and
regions. Comba’s reference cases include network coverage projects for World Cup 2014 (Brazil), Summer
Games 2008 (Beijing), World Expo 2010 (Shanghai), Winter Games 2014 (Sochi), Hong Kong High-speed
Railway, Jiazohou Bay Bridge in Qingdao.
Comba was named as a global tier one leader in base station antennas by EJL Wireless Research (2012-2016)
and won the Technological Grand Award at the Hong Kong Awards for Industries by the Federation of Hong
Kong Industries (2016).
Established in 1977, Express Luck Industrial (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. is a national high-tech enterprises, the
company located in Longgang District, Shenzhen, and own self independent industrial park which covers an
area of over 100,000 sqm, we have branches in Hong Kong, China, US, Romania, Mexico, etc., now we have
more than 2,000 employee worldwide. Express Luck have own R&D, design, manufacturing, sales teams. As
one of main supplier of intelligent LCD TV, 3D LCD TV, LED TV, 4k2k TV and other TV product, our revenue
more than RMB2.0 billion, and has average 160% increase in last few years!
Since established, the company has been adhering to the road of own brand, our brand has Caixun, Contex,
Sansui, RCA etc., and more than 95% of products for overseas market, which are sold to more than 60
countries and regions, we also work with Wal-Mart, Carrefour, JVC, BestBuy, Hyundai. And we built up very
close partnership with Samsung, LG, Innolux, CSOT, BOE, AUO, etc.
The company has passed ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS18001, GSV system certification, and for the products,
we have passed the quality and safety test like CCC, CE, UL, FCC, FDA, TUV, GS, fi, ETL, WEEE, BV, Energy
Star. Since 2,000, has continuously been rated as National high-tech enterprises, Guangdong province hightech enterprises, high-tech enterprises in Shenzhen, the top ten enterprises for import and export by Shenzhen
Import and Export Chamber of Commerce.
GCI Science & Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as GCI) is approved as an important hi-tech and
N/A
software enterprise. With a registered capital of 80 million dollars, it is a state-controlled joint-stock company
restructured and established in 2000 by the Civilian Product Department of No.7 Research Institute, China
Electronics Technology Group Corporation (CETC). GCI functions as CETC’s significant platform in the fields of
electronic information & communications.
With nearly 40 branches in China, GCI also has established its subsidiaries in Hongkong，Indonesia, Malaysia,
Cambodia, Myanmar etc. Especially, GCI Indonesia is GCI’s first overseas subsidiary and has developed well
for over ten years. In total, GCI has over 1300 employees in overseas markets.
GCI is dedicated to becoming one of the best known providers in electronic information and communications
industry.

www.chinagci.com

Guangdong Huawei Modern Logistics Co.,Ltd established in dongguan city in July 1999, the headquarters is
Interested in cooperation overseas
located in the songshan lake, dongguan city, is the logistics industry association unit, the national AAAA level
storehouse
logistics enterprise. The enterprise has a professional logistics service team, and successively for TCL,
Interested in logistics park
samsung, foxconn, hsu fu chi, zte, garden and other industry giants to provide professional integrated logistics
services. Goods China railway corporation reform in 2014, the company successfully reached a strategic
cooperation with railway corporation, and launched the dongguan to Shanghai port in changping railway freight
yard from the first trip to the special trains, trains have already been covering the whole country, which has
been opened in east China, north China, south China, northeast, southwest, northwest six regional railway
express train, plan operation of guangdong inter-city loop trains, and planning abroad, operation of Russia, the
European international trains, successfully into the innovation of the "Internet ten multimodal transport business
model.

N/A

COE company is a professional TFT-LCM Supplier with R&D, production and sales. The base is located in High- Import of production facility
Tech zone of Heyuan city Guangdong provice, which established in 2011. Now COE Industrial Park has more
Export of LCD components
than sixty thousand square meters of land, with 3.5 thousand people in it. COE has 600 R&D person, and the
output value has reached 4 billion RMB yuan in 2015, becoming the TOP four small size flat panel display
module manufacturers with more than 100 million sets production a year. In 2013, the company was named
"national high-tech enterprise" and realized the complete matching of upstream industry chain.

www.hycoe.com

ZTE Corporation is a global leader in telecommunications and information technology. As part of ZTE’s mobile Investment in ICT industry
information communication technologies (M-ICT) strategy, the company is committed to providing integrated
Export of Industrial Communication Device
end-to-end innovations to deliver excellence and value to consumers, carriers, businesses and public sector
and information
customers around the world to enable increased connectivity and productivity. Founded in 1985, ZTE is listed
on both the Hong Kong and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges. In 2015, ZTE achieved an annual revenue to over
RMB 100 billion for the first time, with a net profit increase of 21.8% to RMB 3.21 billion, driven by new
operations including semiconductors and the Internet of Things.
With the industry’s most comprehensive product range and end-to-end solutions, ZTE offers cutting-edge
wireless, access & bearer, value-added services, terminals and managed services to telecommunications
carriers, in addition to ICT solutions for enterprises and government agencies. ZTE’s advanced capabilities
enable leading telecommunications operators and Fortune 500 enterprises in more than 160 countries to
achieve their business objectives and increase competitiveness. In addition, ZTE’s acclaimed AXON, Blade,
and SPRO series of smartphones and mobile devices are chosen by consumers around the world.
ZTE believes in technology innovation as a core value of the company, investing more than 10% of annual
revenue in R&D. The company has established 20 state-of-the-art R&D centres in Asia, North America and
Europe and employs over 30,000 research professionals in the development of next-generation technologies
including 5G, the Internet of Things, NFV, SDN, Cloud Computing, Big Data and Smart City. ZTE has filed
applications for more than 66,000 patents, with over 24,000 granted. Since 2010, ZTE has been ranked among
the world’s Top-3 for patent applications under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) each year, according to
the World Intellectual Property Organization.
As a member of the UN Global Compact, ZTE is committed to a vision of balanced, sustainable development in
the social, environmental and economic arenas. Promoting freedom of communication around the world, the
company has incorporated innovation, technological convergence and the concept of "going green" into the
product life cycle. This includes R&D, production, logistics and customer service. The company is also
committed to maximizing energy efficiency and minimizing carbon emissions.
With Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) a key priority for the company, ZTE played an active role in relief
efforts following events such as the 2015 earthquake in Nepal. ZTE also established the ZTE Special Children
Care Fund, the largest charity fund of its kind in China.
Looking forward, ZTE is committed to pursuing the company’s M-ICT strategy together with its customers and
partners, and driving innovations in telecommunications and ICT globally as the business and technology
needs of the industry continue to evolve.

www.zte.com.cn

Guangdong Silk-Tex Group Co., Ltd., is a large-scale state-owned enterprise group approved by People’s
N/A
Government of Guangdong province and directly supervised by Guangdong SASAC(State-owned Assets
Supervision and Administration Commission). The Silk-Tex Group now has 102 wholly-owned subsidiaries,
share holding or joint stock companies covering different business fields, majoring in silk and textile, pharmacy
and the Silk Cultural Park. The Silk-Tex Group owns a long list of nationally or provincially key-supported
famous brands such as SILIQUE, GIORIO GIULINI and ARTIS. Guangdong Silk-Tex Group runs its huge
volume import and export business on the basis of its industrial and sericultural production. The Silk-Tex Group
possesses total assets of 18.5 billion RMB and achieves annual import and export volume of 6.5 billion USD
and sale volume of over 43 billion RMB, which has been counted nationally No.1 in the same industry for years.
The Silk-Tex Group has been consecutively listed among the top 500 enterprises in China and top 50 in
Guangdong province.
Guangdong Textiles Imp & Exp Co. Ltd. (GDTEX for short) is a modern enterprise combining trading,
N/A
designing, manufacturing and services. Established in November 1994 with the registered capital of 132.6
million RMB Yuan, GDTEX is one of Guangdong Silk-tex Group sub-groups. GDTEX owns an operation support
(garment design studios included) and 16 business units. In 2016, its import and export volume reached USD
956 million, with USD 606 million in export and USD 350 million in import.
GDTEX focuses on the export of textiles and garments and has retained a significant position in the national
export sector. The company ranked No. 2 in babies' wears and No. 2 in pants. With refined management and
good credit worthiness, GDTEX was awarded as one of the most promissory enterprises by Guangdong
Administration of Industry and Commerce, and the Enterprise of Credit AAA by China Chamber of Commerce
for Import and Export of Textiles for many years. Giorgio Giulini® and Boccaccio®, its own brands, are both
recognized as the Famous Trademarks of Guangdong Province.
Committed to offering best quality products and services to all the customers, the company devotes itself to
building its professional service team, integrated supply network and scientific management system, with a
view to the whole process of value-added service transit and seamless linkage with customer’s needs in every
facets. Presently, the company has established steady relations with a large number of customers of USA, EU,
Canada, Japan, Africa, Middle East, South America, Southeast Asia, and East Europe.
Shantou City Lianxing industrial Co.,Ltd is a manufacturer specialized in produce accessories of circular knitting Investment in software
machine, head of flat knitting machine , seamless underwear knitting machine,other equipment accessories
Import of 5 axis CNC and laser machine
and computerized flat knitting machine since 1990.
Export of flat machine
We have ninety linear cutting machines,vacuum heat treatment equipment,cryogenic treatment
equipment,QPQ production line and more than seventy other machines like DMG,MAZAK and CNC machining
centres.Furthermore,we have imported DMG HSC-Precision Centre.Our cams are produced with abrasionresistant and high-strength steel of our own formula. We detect the products with Mitutoyo Altimeter,OGP
projection comparator and XJG-OS metallographic microscope.
With the advantage of technology, high intensity of product and quality,Lianxing industrial Co.,Ltd got the
interests from Germany, Italy, Spain who was an international top-brand manufacturer which produced
circular knitting machine and seamless underwear knitting machine.Meanwhile,the company has strong
R & D and innovationwhich lead “Lianxing Brand” high performance and fully automatic computer flat
knitting machine got a impressive market.
"Go for an excellent and perfect service for customers" is the promise of Lianxing industrial Co.,Ltd. We will
follow the market needs to continue developing more perfect and stable equipments.

www.silique.com

www.gdtex.com

edgar@stlianxing.com

www.stlianxing.com

The company is a professional engaged in pure cotton and blended yarn dyeing processing enterprise. With
about 350 employees, production capacity of 10000 tons/year. Service scope is the pearl river delta (small)
outside the province of textile and garment enterprises. For a long time, the company to attach great
importance to environmental protection and clean production work for sewage treatment, and how to saving
energy and water saving technology and its application has great interest.

Import of Sewage treatment facilities and
water saving products.

13902809595@139.com

N/A

Boxi Hardware Limited is specialize in producing luxury bathroom accessories for more than 20 years. We have Investment in hospital
a long-term partnerships with many
Import of producing machine
developers in China and overseas.
Export of bathroom accessories

13902409322@139.com

www.boxi.cc

Guangzhou Tea Electronics Co., Ltd. was founded in August 2013 and headquartered in Guangzhou. Currently Export of teabag
serving 54 employees. The company's ChaLi brand adhere to the flavor of Chinese tea, hoping to allow
consumers in the fast-paced life, with the most simple way to taste the most traditional tea flavor. Chali's vision
is to do the first brand of Chinese high-end tea.
Chali in the early days of the brand, the whole team took 8 months, visited the major well-known tea producing
areas, harvested seven direct supply of tea, 137 tea supply and marketing cooperatives. In order to protect the
pure taste of tea products, ChaLi in the triangular teabag tea adhere to the use of the original leaf tea, and
procurement of corn can be degraded food environmentally friendly materials used in the production of tea
bags to protect the safety and health of the product. In addition, ChaLi invited a professional tea product control
engineers, for the tea with the selection and selection of ingredients to establish a professional tea laboratory.
ChaLi also invited the international authority of the testing agency SGS for each product for pesticide residues
and heavy metal testing, with stringent requirements to ensure that every cup of tea imports are safe.
ChaLi has now developed into a well-known consumer brands, sales of nearly a million fans, the daily supply of
ultra-100,000 package. In the future development, ChaLi will not forget the original heart, with excellent quality
and service to write its brand concept: "ChaLi, let this generation fall in love with this bag."

tanqiong@chali.com

www.chali.com

The Guangzhou Light Industry & Trade Enterprise Group, with a total asset of RMB 25 billion and over 10
thousand employees, was built in 2000. The GZLIT Group includes more than 20 business branches: foodstuffs
& drinks, daily chemical products, stationary and sports goods, energy-saved light sources, plastics, import &
export trade etc. It also has many famous brands which enjoy high reputations in homeland and oversea
countries. Some subordinate companies have 50-year experience in international trade and have built up good
business relationship with more than 80 countries and areas in the world. The Group has gained positions in
the Top 500 Enterprises and Service Enterprises in China for five times continually. In 2016, the Group
achieved sales revenue of RMB 56.33 billion, export value of USD 1.46 billion and import value of USD 0.8
billion.

Import of high quality consumer goods and
regional resource commodity
Export of dry battery, lighting products,
sports goods, art crafts, foodstuff, electric
home appliance, clothing

fanggq@gzlig.com

www.gzlig.com

Guangzhou Light Holdings Limited was established on the north bank of the Pearl River in 1956, has been
growing strongly ever since. As one of the forerunners of foreign trade in China, GZLI has expanded its
business in a variety of fields and being listed in the "Top 500 Enterprises" and "the Biggest 200 Export
Companies" in China. GZLI has already gained ISO9001 accreditation, as well as a host of honors from
national, provincial and municipal organizations. GZLI has ten subsidiary companies, and its business scope
covers import and export of various commodities and light industrial products, domestic trade, warehousing,
transport and advertising. GZLI owns a series of world-renowned brands and trademarks, including "Triangle"
household appliances, "Diamond" fanner, locks and utensils, "Champion" sports goods, "Skylark" musical
instruments, "Oner" stationery, "Snowflake" footwear, "Aviation" handbags, "Kapok" electrical appliances,
"Golston" battery, construction material, sanitary ware and hardware, "TITAN" bicycles and tyres, etc.

Export of various commodities and light
industrial products, domestic trade,
warehousing

www.gzli.com

GUANGZHOU QIAN XIN IMPORT & EXPORT TRADING CO., LTD. is an exporting and importing business
company, dealing with various products from China and all over the world. With over 10 years of professional
experience, its business has spread to all major ports within China, and the Company enjoys high banking
credibility.
The Company also acts as an agency and provides excellent complete nonstop quality services for clients.
The Chinese Export Commodities Fair in Guangzhou each year serves as a good opportunity for Qian Xin to
actively cooperate with other local enterprises to develop channels for exporting your products. We export
building materials, furniture, kitchenware, machinery, shoes, office appliances and daily appliances. We import
logs, machine parts, garment fabrics, chemical products, wine, food, audio equipment, furniture and daily
appliances for the local market. The total import and export volume has reached over 30 million US dollars and
GUANGZHOU QIAN XIN IMPORT & EXPORT TRADING CO., LTD. is an exporting and importing business
company, dealing with various products from China and all over the world. With over 10 years of professional
experience, its business has spread to all major ports within China, and the Company enjoys high banking
credibility.
The Company also acts as an agency and provides excellent complete nonstop quality services for clients.
The Chinese Export Commodities Fair in Guangzhou each year serves as a good opportunity for Qian Xin to
actively cooperate with other local enterprises to develop channels for exporting your products. We export
building materials, furniture, kitchenware, machinery, shoes, office appliances and daily appliances. We import
logs, machine parts, garment fabrics, chemical products, wine, food, audio equipment, furniture and daily
appliances for the local market. The total import and export volume has reached over 30 million US dollars and
is growing steadily each year.

Import of chocolate，red wine，cheese
Export of shoes,clothes, furniture

gzqianxin@126.com

N/A

Import of chocolate，red wine，cheese
Export of shoes,clothes, furniture

gzqianxin@126.com

N/A

Wbiao Technology Co.,Ltd(AKA Wbiao) is an intemet-p;atform company that provides service for global watch
industry,focuses on serving global watch ecosys-tem,devotes to creating value for global watch industry
ecosystem.
Guangzhou YUTI Business Development Co., LTD. was established in 1993, Is a professional engaged in the
digital camera and copier consumable spare parts R & D, production and sales of integrated enterprise.

Intends
to import or export clocks and watches

xiaoxiao@wbiao.cn

xiaoxiao@wbiao.cn

Investment in office consumables,spare
parts
Import of copier consumables
Export of office consumables

8254252@qq.com

https://gzyuting.1688.com

Chu Kong Transportation & Logistics Co.,Ltd.(“CKTL”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Chu Kong Shipping
Enterprises (Group) Co.,Ltd (Hong Kong Stock Code:00560), was incorporated in Hong Kong in 1989. Modern
logistics as its core business, it provides freight forwarding and affiliated supporting services to connect all
shipment between ports in the Pearl River Delta (Hereinafter referred to as “PRD”) and regional hub port such
as Hong Kong, Shenzhen or Nansha, extending to final destinations all over the world. CKTL is one of the
leading transport agent and feeder service provider in PRD.

Seeking cooperation with port logistics
related enterprises

In 2010, the parent company reorganized all the local subsidiaries in logistics industry and merged their
business into CKTL. Since then, CKTL became a major logistics enterprise which is heading 12 wholly owned
subsidiaries with approximate thousands of employees. In Hong Kong Tuen Mun district, CKTL has its privately
owned wharfs, warehouses ,land transportation fleet；furthermore it lease in 17 barge berths in public cargo
working area all over Kowloon and Tuen Mun. In PRD, CKTL has 39 branches offices operating 64 liners in
Guangdong-Hong Kong; it is supported by a fleet of over 100 feeder vessels, including self-owned and
chartered, shuttling between most major PRD ports. CKTL is now a comprehensive platform for safe and
efficient river transport for PRD shippers. Besides, CKTL has stepped out to Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand
to establish its overseas subsidiaries, enabling us to provide quality, smooth and comprehensive service at
overseas destination. CKTL has established advanced IT system to provide online-booking service, real-time
inquiry and other online services to facilitate our customers; its advanced vessel dispatching system, efficient
receiving and delivery control functions; that will enhance our competitiveness in the industry.

www.chukong.com

Guangdong Province Navigation Group Co.,Ltd. (“GNG”) is one of the large state-owned enterprises authorized Seeking cooperation with port logistics
by the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, the People’s Government of
related enterprises
Guangdong Province. GNG is a leading logistics enterprise recognized by the People’s Government of
Guangdong Province. In PRC, it was designated as the national 5A shipping and logistics company offering
different varieties of services who was the fourth company to be awarded. It was also head of being honored as
national 3A reputable logistics company domestically.Chu Kong Shipping Enterprises (Group) Company Ltd.
(“CKS”, code: 560) is listed in Hong Kong and it is one of the wholly owned subsidiaries by GNG.
After years of intensive management, GNG develops into an comprehensive enterprise group possessing"Six
Business Segments"which includes
·port logistics
·passenger & sightseeing ferry,
·marine cargo transportation
·shipbuilding industry
·real estate & management
·port & waterway developing

www.hangyun.com.cn

Number of Employees：6000
China Guangdong Provincial Changda Highway Engineering Co. Ltd.,(hereinafter “CGCD”), founded in 1952, is Investment Intention: Highway, Tunnel,
an extra-large engineering enterprise including design, construction, scientific research and capital operation,
Super Bridge, House Building, Port and
possessing the qualifications of super-A class for general contract on highway construction, A class for highway other Infrastructure Projects
design and the “Approval for Enterprises with Foreign Trade Rights” for executing the international projects.
The main business covers the construction of highway, bridge, tunnel, port and navigation channel, railway,
house building and municipal public works, highway investment and operation & management, highway
investigation & design, highway maintenance, engineering equipment & machinery supply and professional
training and others. Market development scatters in thirteen domestic provinces and cities including
Guangdong, Guangxi, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Fujian, etc., and foreign countries such as Mongolia, Yemen, Nepal,
Pakistan, Zambia, Cambodia, D.R. Congo, Vietnam, Malaysia and etc. up to now, CGCD has become a great
enterprise including seven branch companies, five wholly-owned subsidiary companies, six equity participation
companies, one engineering design institute and on training school.

www.gdchangda.cn

Guangdong Provincial Communications Group is a strong state owned limited company established on June
N/A
28, 2000, with approval of Guangdong Provincial Party Committee and the Provincial Government to undertake
authorized operation. Its registered capital is 26.8 billion Yuan and its headquarters is in Guangzhou. The
Group has 17 enterprises under its full ownership or direct control, out of which 2 are listed companies,
employing about 46900 staff. By the end of 2016, the enterprise asset totals 359.8billion Yuan and the net
asset reaches73.6billion Yuan, making the Group one of the largest state owned enterprises in Guangdong
Province. Its comprehensive capacity is among the 50 strongest enterprises in Guangdong and the 500
strongest enterprises in China.
The Group’s main business is expressway investment, construction and operation, vehicular transportation and
modern logistics. It is the major force in constructing Guangdong infrastructure especially expressway projects,
with a complete expressway construction business chain and extinguished status in expressway investment,
construction, operational management, design, scientific research, supervision, road passenger and freight
transport, expressway service area chain operation and logistics, leading the sector in terms of advantages and
resources.

www.gdcg.com.cn

Guangdong Yueyun Transportation Company Limited and its subsidiaries (collectively, the “Company”) are the N/A
leading integrated transportation and logistics service providers in the Guangdong Province. The Company’s
controlling shareholder is Guangdong Provincial Communication Group Company Limited (“GCGC”), a stateowned enterprise established in China. As at 31 December 2016, the total asset of the Company was RMB7.66
billion, and the net asset was RMB3.36 billion. In 2016, the total revenue of the Company was RMB7.32 billion,
and the net income was RMB461 million. Currently the Group’s principal activities are as follows:

www.gdyueyun.com

1. travel service, mainly including passenger and cargo transportation services within Guangdong Province,
interprovincial transportation services, multi-modal logistics, passenger and freight station, storage, lightering,
automobile leasing and repair, and cross border transportation services between Hong Kong and Guangdong
Province, expressway service zones operation and related auxiliary services, such as operating food and
beverage networks, convenience stores and fuel sales;
2. modern logistics, mainly including logistics management and supply of construction materials for
expressways and other sizable infrastructure projects, small pieces of express;
3. resource development, mainly including the operation business and toll collection at Tai Ping Interchange in
Guangdong Province, the PRC, advertising and land development.
Yantian Port Group (YPG) was established in January 1985 and it is an exclusive state-funded company with
N/A
limited liability authorized by the Shenzhen Municipal Government. Started with the development, construction
and management of Yantian Port, YPG has created an integrated supply chain service platform by taking the
port industry as the main business, investment management as the core and incorporating logistics services,
information services, port real estate, tugboat services and other port-centered industries. By the end of 2016,
the total asset of YPG has reached 29.5 billion RMB, among which 18.5 billion RMB is the net asset. The profit
of the group in 2016 was 1.15 billion RMB. It has 17 subordinated companies.
In the field of port investment operation, YPG has formed the diversified layout. Its annual container throughput
has broken through 13 million TEU of, and total cargo throughput is over 200 million tons.
Riding on the momentum of the national strategic plan of "One Belt, One Zone ", YPG is looking for investment
opportunities in Southeast Asia, Middle East and Europe, aiming to be the vanguard of the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road.

www.ytport.com

XinYue Company Limited was established and registered in HK in 1980 with the approval of the State Council , N/A
and regrouped in 1996 with the approval of HK and Macao office of the state Council and the Ministry of
Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of Guangdong Provincial
Communication Group Co., Ltd. and is stationed in HK. professional management of highway related industries.
As of the end of 2016, the registered capital of XinYue Company Limited was RMB27,375,300. Its total assets
reached RMB 6.76 billion and net assets reached RMB3.37 billion.

N/A

